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Y our Summer ~3tetson 
Is CJeere..,; 
Whate-Ver your notion of correctness is 
for Summer Grooming"' you'll want a 
Stetson to "top'' it. Those very styles of 
your fancy are here in a grand variety, 
greater than you'll ~nd anywhere else. 
PIKE BROTHERS L~P· 
I In Queen Street, <;Brisbane_.;I I 
~~----------------------------------
Editorial. 
IIE Univen;ity of Queens­
land haR Reveral claims 
on the support of that 
section of the public 
which can afford to be 
philanthropic. From its 
lecture rooms pass from 
time to time men who are 
able to take thei1· place 
in the front place of scholars, RcientistR, 
and engineers; and on occasions that are 
not rare the University contribnteR to 
the solution of many problems which 
tend to retard the development of the 
State. As an institution it is the centre 
of culture and learning-one of those 
places of ordered reason and deliberate 
progreRs which are so worthy of endow­
ment in a somewhat chaotic world. But 
there is another point on which the value 
of the University needs emphasis-the 
part it plays in the training of a goon 
citizen. Within its sphere of direct in­
fluence is active a force which mould.::; 
the youthful product of the secondary 
schools, with rare exceptions, into men 
~md women of the best type. The 
"fresher" from the Grammar School. 
oftf'n with his views detrimentally in­
fluenced by the importance attached to 
his position aR dux or prefect, iR soon 
lwought to rea liRe hiR smallneRs in a 
lnro-e world. Therr is littlr constraint 
in this nrocess- it is largely one of srlf­
rralisation in an atmosphere h elpfnl in 
rvrry wa:v. As ?rt his political views arr 
Tn common with every other section 
of the people which had benefited from 
his broad humanity and wise advice, the 
Pniversity said good-bye to the Governor 
of Queensland, Sir Matthew Nathan, with 
genuine regret. As Chancellor of the 
Pniversity, he adorned a position meet 
to be filled by men of wide vision and 
refined intellect, and during his term of 
in no danger of being shaped by his eco­
nomic position, while in the study of 
-8oc.ial problems he can glean from a 
great store of varied authorities. Daily 
he comes into contact with young men 
and women who are discarding or modi­
fying ideaR thrust upon them in their 
earlier years, and whoRe minds arc bein~ 
broadened not only by their own activi­
ties in University life, but by intercom·R•' 
with nrofessorR and lecturerR singularly 
free from that academicism which thr 
man in the street associates with cap and 
gown. As the average student advanceR 
in his course he gradually approache,.; 
that best of all mental stateR in which the 
mind, unburdened by prejudices, is fitted 
for sane and balanced consideration of 
the questions which · trouble mankind. 
The graduate from the University is 
almost invariably a person with an open 
mind-and such a one is an invaluable 
aRset to an:v community. But the num­
bf'r of good citizenR which the UniverRitv 
of Queensland is able to pass out int.o 
the world is. unfortunately, restricted by 
the failure of our rich to provide it with 
the means of Pxnansion. When our edu.. 
cational headquarters are housed in 
noble and cornmodiouR buildings, and 
well endowrcl Farulties cover the whole 
field of University endraYOll~'. the flmY 
of Ronnel thinkerR Rml harcl wm·krrs into 
thr avennes of T1ifr "'ill nssnmr ]Wopor­
tions in kerning- wiil1 tl1r sizr and im­
j)(•rtanee of tl1e Rtnte. 
office his eyes were ever oil a ;;plendid 
g·oal, and the most efficient means of 
attaining it. llis kindly disposition, and 
particularly hi;; good humour in the fac\~ 
of undergraduate exuberance, endeared 
him to the students, in whose activities 
l1e always took a sympathetic interest. 
\Ye wish Sir Matthew mneh happiness in 
his home OYerseas. 
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Literary Manchester: 1830-1860. 
Provincial writers, if they remain in 
the provinces, rarely attain to the popu­
larity of writers who treat general sub­
ject:;, or reside in London. Too often, the 
former address themselves to a local 
public. Lancashire writers follow the 
rule, and, 'notwithstanding the genuine 
literary productions that have :,;prung out 
of the haunts of the cotton-mill:,; aml 
weaving :;heel::;,' remark::; a .Manclte::;ter 
journali::;t in 1830, 'they have only here 
and there penetrated far beyond the 
immediate neighbourhood that called 
them into existence.' But the Lancashire 
Pres::; has usually flourished with greater 
vigot1r than that which is as:-;ociated with 
that of any di::;trict outside London. 
\Ve cannot, howc\·er. doubt that the 
absorbing ancl wide~prcad intcre,;t in 
manufacture hall much to do with the 
rarity of genius and fir:>t-class ·talent that 
characterise::; the literary output of .Man­
chester cllU"ing the thirty yeiu·::; beginning 
with the year 1830. John Evans, seventy­
five years ago, went so far a~-; to ~-;ay that 
'a taste for literatu re in Lanca::;hi re IH11-i 
ucver been a general characteri::;tic, and 
a:-; to a· mill-ownrr or a mrchanist, a 
spinner, or a calico-printer, or an~·body 
else interested in the manufacturing anc1 
commercial prosperity of himself in inu·­
ticular, or Lanca::;hirc in general, bu:>):ing­
himself in the cultivation of "la bell!' 
lrttre." is out of the question altogether. 
i\ot quite, as we ~-;hall see. 'l'he same critic., 
who wa::; a local patriot, proudly as:-;ertecl 
that Lancashire writers were chiefly men 
that had educated tbem::;elves and wo11 
1hrongh, in face of great odd::;; it is not'3­
worthv that both the County as a \Yhol:', 
and Jl,fanchester in particul~r, have pro­
duced very few pnrr men of letters. 
To pass from generalltie'i, lrt ns note 
some of the leading Lanca,;hire writer~-; 
of our period. ::\Tost of tllem brlonged it) 
~1anchester ri.thrr b~' birth or residence, 
nnd all took pride in their literary centre. 
,James CrossleY had eontribntecl an artit·lr 
on 'Manchester PoetrY' to onr of the 
early numbers of ''Bla~·kwoocl ''i.'' Though 
he wrote actively from 1820 to 1850, he 
was little known to the ma::;sel:>. But he 
t.ad a select circle of friends ahd admirer::;, 
contributed much to the magazine ju;,t 
mentioned a::; to the "RetrospectiYc 
Heview," and in 13±7 he became 
pre::;ident of the 1\fanche::;ter Athen­
aeum. Archibald Prentice edited the 
'' Manche::;ter Time::;,'' w hieh di::;ap­
peared in the 'fortic::;. Famou::; Ior 
his skill, cogency and Ioree in political 
and economic subjects, he made himself 
a reputation for his adherence to the 
Anti-Corn-Law lJarty; moreover, hr 
i>UCceeded in dominating large meetings 
o£ operative:-; and in then eaui:iing them to 
think. Harrison Ainsworth, whose father 
had a solicitor':,; practice in Manchester. 
was born in 1805, but a:,; a ::;chool-boy he 
;;howed little promi::;e. lle won recogni­
tion with 'Rookwood,' announced late in 
1883, and he continued to write historical 
11,elodrama in the form of novels. As he 
i:iettled in London, he dropped out of thl' 
local sphere of interest except as :1 
c-clebrit.\'. The 'Pas~mges i.n the l1ifc of a 
Hadical,' publi::;hed in J84:4, i'i i:itill 
remembered as the be;;t work of l::iamuel 
Uamford. l'arlyle thought well of him 
and paid him a visit; it i;; recordf'd that 
the Manchester man had to read him 
twice beforr he underi:itood his writings. 
!<'or the 'Passage;;,' Bamford acted as hi~' 
c;wn -publisher and retail book-seller; he 
had the book printed in :sheets, which hr 
folded for his wife to cover; then hawked 
about the finished product. John 8torcfi 
Smith .was educated at the Manchester 
Grammar School. Ili'i di~-;ciple::;hip to 
('adyle appeared wt·~· clearly in 'Mini­
bran,' which, issued in 1848, made him 
\\·ell-known. _.'\s Espina><~-;e tells us, ll<' 
"·a:; 'cleYer, fairl~" accompli::;hed. aml 
remarkably fluent, both as a writrr and 
a speaker.'' lie sought fame in London, 
but his 'Social Aspects,' a fitriking book. 
did not set thr Thames on fire, and his 
co-editorship in 'I,eigh Hunt's Journal ' 
proYrc1 a failure. A poorer and a wisel" 
man, l::imith retumed to MancheRtcr, re­
enterrd the cotton-tradr, brcame a 
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succe:-;sful twine-manager, and published 
translations from 'lieine,' a work that 
can now be seen only with extremr~ 
difficulty. 
'l'hose were mainly ]H"use-writers, and 
wc may begin the group of leadinO'. poets 
with Charles Swain, whose long"' poem, 
'The ::\find,' appeared in its revised and 
enlarged form in 18;3~ , and whosP 
·Dran;tatic Chapters, Poems and Hongs' 
was Issued some years later. It was 
bouthe:r, who, in the early "thirti..:s, 
remarked: 'Swain\; poetr.v is llladc of th (• 
right materials: if ever man were bol"ll 
to be a poet he wa:-;; ancl if Manchester 
is not _proud of him yet, the time will 
certainly come when it will be so.' lie 
is the greatest of the Manchester poets 
whose work fall~-; mainly within our 
period, although \Vaugh, whose produe­
tion b~longs .partly thereto, has thP 
reputatiOn to-clay. Rogerson was poet, 
essayist, novelist, who established hi,.; 
place with 'Rhyme, Romance and Revelry' 
in 1840. His novels made tolerable aml 
easy reading, while his e:>says owed some­
thing to l;amb. Prince g-aYC most of his 
time to verse, published mostly during 
the years 1847-1856; one of life's battlers, 
Jw kept a stiff upper lip and sang of lofty 
deeds and thoughts and aims. Edwin 
Vhmgh, who had an extraordinarily 
large funeral in 1890, and who was known 
as \the Lancashire, fittingly closes our 
list. 
Mrs. Gaskell should not be dismissed i.n 
this summary fashion, but for the present 
we will content ourselves with noting 
that !:ihe enjoyed the friendship of such 
writers as Dickens and Carlyle; that she 
did much philanthropical work in 
Manchester, where her name was a house­
hold word for years after her death in 
1865; that when she maJTied William 
Gaskcll, minister, lectm·c1· in English 
history and literature, her· life belonged 
henceforth to Manchester; and that in 
J910 Sir A. \V. \Vard declared: 'I cannot 
essay to recall the Mrs. Gaskell in whom 
Manchester took pride, and of whom 
no marble can reproduce the inspiring 
beauty and no canvas the exquisite 
charm.' 
l3eforc passing on to l\liss Jewsbury, 
whose brother's house was the favourit~ 
resort of literary men when they visited. 
Manchester, we may well recall that John 
Fisher, as a rising chemist of this city! 
joined the Positivist Society of Pari:; in 
J855. Fisher translated the 'Cathechisme 
Positiviste of Comte, who described him 
as 'a sympathetic and synthetic natme.' 
Althnugh the young Englishman helped 
l'omt.e in many ways, the philosopher 
"tansed thr tnmslation to be ,·eviscd, and 
it would scent that I<"'islter let drop tit,.. 
]ll'oject of publication, for ( 'omte, wltu 
i caciily took offence, soon omitted hi111 
i rom his correspondence. 
Gm·aldine Jewsbury, educated by hrr 
talented sister, came to know tlw 
Carlyles. Thoma:; Carlyle objected to 
her enthusiasm for George Sand, but his 
wife became a close friend and renderecl 
her signal assistance. At times Mrs. 
Carlyle rebuked when she should rath~r 
l1ave sympathised, and, in a moment of 
pique, her young friend observed: 'Mrs. 
Carlyle pours oil into your wounds, bu~ 
it is oil of vitriol.' Miss J ewsbury 's 'Zoe' 
<mticipated Froude's 'Nemesis' and Mrs. 
Vvard ':; 'Robert Elsmere.' As Francis 
Espinasse, who was himself associatecl 
with Manchester in the 'fortie:; an(L 
'fifties, has remarked, 'Zoc' was the first 
novel in which the hero's career is made 
dependent on the victory of modern 
:;cepticism over ancient belief. As a 
hostess, Miss Jewsbury was witty and 
amiable, and at her brother's house al 
Greenheyes, she receive•l many notable 
vi:sitors, such as lWestland Marston, 
advocate of poetic dram'i and father of 
the sonneteer; Gallenga, a struggling 
Ttalian exile, who came to lecture on 
Dante, and stayed to marry a German 
heiress; F'roude for some time, ];ewes as 
a bird of passage; W. E. Forster, who 
won fame as a statesman; the Cnshmans, 
American actresses. Late in 1847, Cal'­
lyle visited Manche:;ter, in which he had 
long been interested, anJ to which, in 
'Chartism,' he makes a vivid apostrophe. 
He went to see Whitworth 's factory and 
the Cromford works of Arkwright, whose 
biography he thought for a while of writ­
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ing. He called on the Brights and had a 
fierce argument with the more famous 
brother. But at the little parties given 
by the J ewsburys in his honour, 'Carlyle 
waR always genial, pleasantly conversible, 
rteve1· vehement'; he looked back on his 
visit with plea>mre. G. II. Lewes paid 
Manchester a long visit early in 1840, 
and often went to Greenhayes. In a 
course of lectures on speculative philo­
sophy, he glorified Comte at the expense 
of metaphysics. 'fhen he leased the 
'l'hcatre Royal, played Shylock an·i 
failed; failed too as the hero of his own 
drama ''The Nob le Heart''; he abandoned 
acting. In society he had a warm welcome 
for he was agreeable, and he told a_ story 
wry well; while at Manchester l1e first 
told hiR celebrated Rtory about the camel 
that was ''written up'' by a Frenchman, 
an Englishman, and a German. 
Between the visits of Carlyle and 
Lewel'l, Emerson made the city his head­
quarters for Reveral months. He gave 
two courl'lel'l of lectures, one at the 
Athenamm, the other (more homely) at 
the Mechanics' Institution. Before lea\'­
ing, he invited his friends and followerf-l 
to a dinner. ''The guests,': we learn, 
"were a strange collection of mystics, 
poets, prose-rhapsodists, editors, school­
masterR, ex-Unitarian ministers and cul­
tivated manufacturers; the only bond of 
union among them being a common re­
gard and respect for Emerson.'' Such 
welcome to visitors has ever been the 
chief ' characteristic of Manchester lovers 
of philosophy and literature. 
-ERIC PARTRIDGE. 
THJ<J J.,AGOON. 
The chattering creek runs over the rocks, . 
And broadens wide to a cool lagoon: 
At dusk, when the winds in the she-oaks 
croon, 
The wild ducks come in their wheeling flocks. 
In the amber sun of the afternoon, 
The wattles are yellow with powder of 
gold, 
And crimson flecked, with its flowers red­
bold, 
'!'he bottle-brush knows it will lose them soon. 
The sighing willows are weary and old, 
And they droop their boughs to the 
shadows dim; 
Where the curious water-spiders skim; 
Like little black stars where the shade is 
cold. 
Far U]) the water the black ducks swim, 
And the plover calls its weird, harsh cry 
To a mate; and quiet. with a watchful eye, 
'l'he kingfisher waits on a nearby limb. 
The sun drops down from a scarlet sky, 
And night comes over the still lagoon. 
With the silver splendours of the moon, 
And the sound of a thin wind passing by. 
N. E. R. 
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Pre-University Education. 
'!'here is a pathos, and some comic ele­
ment also , in the wails of the University 
:-tudent who cries over the opportunities 
he lost in the secondary schools. Hear 
him ask why he was not told to learn 
l~rench and Get"man, so that he migh1 
read useful books in tho,;e languages; to 
take up Physics and Chrmistrv that he 
might understand his lecturer; 'from the 
fi1 ·:-;t week of his first term; to become 
familial' wit h l.;ogic and Psychology, that 
he might percrive hi:-; own fallacies, and 
crown his studies with the first succrs..;­
ful attrmpt at formulating a definition of 
1
' Life." Already our studrnt 's experi­
ences of Junior· and tlenior examinations 
are as forgottrn as those of his nurserY 
clays; not only does he not rcmembd'r 
how he regretted, five yrar:-; ago, his nrg­
lect of the l~atin dcclensiom; during his 
first six months at the Grammar 1-ictJool; 
he is l[Uite as oblivion:-; of th r remorse 
that bit him, two years later, when he 
glanced at the questions in the English 
Senior Papers, and 1honght of all the 
hours wasted on the '' Courie1·'' or ''Comic 
Cuts," that might have bern spent witlt 
l:ihake:>prare. 'l'hus, ten yea1·s from to­
day the late l:icience :>tudent will com­
plain that he was not advi:>ed to graduate 
in Engineering, and the Engineer will 
dream wistfully of the cosy Rolls-Royee 
he would be driving in, had be been wise 
enough to enter the Medical School. 'l'en 
years later, they may talk together with 
envy of those trained in :=t keener appre­
ciation of Arts and Literature, or pre­
parrcl by a closer acquaintance with His­
tory to understand the political and social 
changes around them. r,et ten years 
pass again, and they may reproach 
the cares of the World, and the 
Deceitfulness of . Riches with diverting· 
them from preparing- for Btemal J_-ifr, 
unless they have come by then to tJt,. 
conclusion that .the best definition of 
''Life'' is ''an endless ~>nccession of lost 
opportunities.'' 
· \Ve ought not to be smprised if all 
men are e~er learning fhat they might 
have done better than they did; but those 
past mistakes should a.bo warn them of 
the chances they run of erring again 
even now, when they :urn educational 
1 eformers. Everyone feels his own wants, 
but who can feel the want of what he 
has '! The poet in town ~; \\· eetly sing~> of 
the peace-laden smoke tl1at rises at sun­
set from the roof of the bushman 's 
ltumpy, while the cocky yearns for the 
care-free existence of a city tr-amdrivct·; 
so an illiterate cattle d(•aler who made 
a fortune calculates wlwt that fortune 
\l·ould be, had he ;;tnclied mathematics, 
\\-hile the learned regret the time they 
spent in librarie~> instead of the stock 
0xchange. 'l'hese are reflexions I would 
commend to my friend'> before they per­
sist in asking the secondary schools w 
prepare their pupils for definite careers, 
and to fit future University students for 
a definite University course. 
Division of labom has its 'aclYantages, 
but is not without its dangers. \Ve have 
been told that the edur:ational system of 
queensland is the best ir, the world, and 
[ am willing to believe i I if you like, but 
then, 1 pity the re:>t of tl1e world mot·e 
than I congratulate <tueensland. Yet, 
good or bad, our educational ;;ystem 
might be worse than it i~ , and we had 
better consider twice before we tamper 
with it. 'l'here is a peril that specialising 
might proceed ;;o far as to prevent spe­
cialists from understanding, and there­
fore from benefiting 0ne another. A 
l' niversity course is not an end in itself. 
find when students have finished with it 
they need, before they can make proper 
nsc of their degree, to know many things 
in which thry have not been examined. 
'l'he Matricnlation Examination shoul<l 
aim not m~1·ely at ascertaining wl1cther a 
student knows enough l:ctually to spe­
cialise in any particular study. but also, 
nncl even more, whethrr l1e knows rnough 
not to be injured by such specialisation. 
No doubt the curriculum of our pri­
mary and secondary schools needs criti­
cising and deserYes amending; but let 
us beware of prrmatu~·e professionalism. 
The fault of this curriculum is to be at 
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once incomplete and over-burdened, being 
encumbered as it is with the relics of the 
past, and all sorts of disconnected experi­
ments. 'l'ake languages for instance. 
Until comparatively recent times, what 
knowledge was considered essential was 
still stored in Latin translations of, or 
commentaries upon, Greek or Hebrew 
original texts ; then, the simultaneous 
progress of independent thought in the 
separate European nations created a 
mutual need for acquaintance with one 
11nother 's language. People did not 
realise how different their new need was 
ft·om that of their ancestors for Latin, 
for which the vernacular had now become 
the true substitute. At the same time. 
the advance in knowledge and industry 
suggested that thl' study of ancient 
historv and ancient culture could be 
profit~bly neglected; this :was as if a 
11hysician were to imagine that witnessing­
surgical operations in a hospital should 
clispensr him from dissecting corpses 
for studying anatomy. Room w:ts 
claimed instead of the curriculum 
for ewry new type of scientific or artis­
tic development. Hence our bewildering 
hotch-pot of J-.Jatin, Greek, English, 
French. German, Mathematics A and B, 
Physics, History (Ancient and Modern, 
English and European, J-.Jocal and Uni­
versal ) , Physics and Chemistry, Biology 
and Geology, Music, Drawing, (Geomet­
rical and l<'reehand), Book-keeping, Busi­
'ness Methods, Domestic Rcicnce, Cooker.\·, 
Psychology, TJo!!ic, Economics, Civics, 
nnd what· not-. Ethics alone bring ap­
pnrrntlr r·xclttdNl . TlH' more wr go, 111111 
1ltr morr Wf' add to 1ltr mass, thr mol'r 
we ndd, and thr less Wt' remember why 
anything was put there, tlte less wr l::now 
rllso why we teach or lenrn nnytl1in~ 
t·nthrr than something else. 
The time has come when we s1;cmld 
try and reduce this confusion to order. 
The first step is to emphasise a funda­
mental association between general ;;nd 
technical trnining; to insist on the l)ara­
monnt importnnce of the former; and to 
make the most of the educational oppor­
hmities we owe to the i''<Vention of writ­
ing aml printing. Tf rrading a bode !s 
not recognised as a moee normal way of 
studying than attendint~ a lecture, the 
reason is that we do noi: teach our c-hil­
dren how to read propedy. Thi~; should 
be the basis of all Hound generrJ educa­
tion; for whoever has fully mastEred the 
art of reading with pr0fit needs very 
little help to enable him to complet.~ his 
education, if he cares to. 
The first language a child should be 
taught to read should be the one giving­
him the most convenient access to the 
knowledge stored in books. Whichever 
language has once been studied, the next 
step is to train him to choose hiR book;;, 
and make it as easy as possible for him to 
procure well-chosen books. What may be 
found only in other languages could 
often be made available for him by tran:':­
lations; it is chiefly to train expert h·ans­
lators and interpreters that other lan­
guages should be taught; and we might 
well adapt to our own circumstances the 
example of benighted Turkey, by addin~ 
the dut.v of publishing translations to 
those already entrusted to · the Univer­
sities. 
l{eading, however, to be useful, mean~ 
much more than perusing page aftrr· 
page, even with the keenest attention. Tt 
means al"similating what is read, aftrr 
provinn: its accuracy by ascertaining 
mere facts, exnerimentally testing- theo­
r·etical prono<;itions, and repeatedly try­
ing practical processes until they are 
mnstered; it also means harmonising- onr 
new knowledge with what we already 
lmrw. hy restating hotlt thr old n,nd nrw 
in consist rnt terms of onr own choosing. 
\Vhat pro-vision might br made in 
schools for this pmposr cannot br di;;­
cussed now. Enongh to sny tltat. if m~' 
,·irw is correct. t.he fnnction of prima1·v 
and secondarv schools could be defined 
as teaching to reafl. with the material 
opnortunities necessarv for their assimi­
lntion. As for examinations, their aim 
>.hould be to find ont whrther· candiclates 
have read the pt·f'scr·iberl books, ancl have 
f<nfficiently understood and mastered 
their contentR to be capable of applying 
thrm when they choose. 
C'IT Am;F.R RCTIT~DUiJR. 
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English Literature in the Schools. 
A considerable amount of interest has 
been aroused in the Queensland secondary 
schools by the alterations made in the 
English syllabus for the Senior Public 
Examination of 1926. On glancing ove1' 
the new syllabus one cannot help think­
ing that the changes are for the better. 
Tn addition to the three Rpecified books 
set for detailed study, the candidate has 
to choose for general reading three stan­
dard works, one from each of three 
groups submitted by the University. 
'l'hese three groups consist of (a) novels, 
(b) esRays and "belles lt'ttres," a nrl ( c ·, 
literary criticism. 
The question immediately arises as to 
whether the University authorities have 
gone far enough. They have certainly 
taken a step in the right direction, but 
they could have made still greater im­
nrovement. A g-ood deal more work ha<; 
heen added to the already ovrr-burdenerl 
randidatr. but what is very much worse, 
lhet·e still remains tl1e absolute <lrudgery 
of learnin~r the notes in the back nf, for 
examnle, the Shakespeare texts. Let ns 
ronsider one of the three books set for de­
t::~iled study in 1926. and let us Relflct fo1· 
this dir;cu~Rion Milton's Shorter Poem ;.;. 
'l'hese are the noemR which Mark Patti­
f<on. whether rightly or wrongly doesn't 
concern us here. has Reen fit to charac­
trriRe aR ''the finest flower of English 
portJ·:v." The beauty and clasRic calrn 
nf "Lycidas," "TJ'AllrgJ·o." an<l "T1 
Prnser·oRo." muR1 br fr 11 h~, rvrt')' bov 
:1ncl g-irl from 16 vrars upwat'<lR, tmlrs<.; 
lltry m·r srnReless clodR. 
But i his appreciation ".ill nndoubt edly 
l'eceivr its deathblow if theRe yonng 
people have to spend hours . learning· 
mnsty noteR, whicl1 have no interest for 
tltem whatever. 
To fostet· and increaRe the appreciation 
~houl(l be tl1e aim of eYcry teacher of 
English literature in our schools, and tl1e 
!TniverPity, indirectly controlling, as it 
floes. the whole of secondary education 
in the Rtate. should give the teache:· 
rvrry possible advantage for the fulfil · 
ment of this dnty; and not only this, bnt 
the l Tniversity must be the guiding light 
in the great task of inducing a tme ap­
preciation of our literature throughout 
the titate. 
My contention is that the learning of 
r1ote after note on the etymology of such 
words as "t:~illy," instead of creating a 
love for Englit:~h literature, tendt:~ to kill, 
and kill permanently, all interest in 11. 
There is no doubt that this is drudgery, 
<llld a boy of 17 will not have any interest 
in the dry-as-dust commentaries of our 
mot:~t eminent philologiRt.~. Such an in­
tt>rest will come later, whrn the value of 
nur literature is realised. Literature is 
primarily a means of enjoyment and in­
~ dlectual plt•asurr. It ~,.; not written to 
rt·ovide ''jobs'' for profrssors and lrc­
tltrers; it is written in order tha{ the 
world might be admitte<l to the secret ,,r 
itR master minds. Tt Rhoulcl always be 
remembered that once an inte1·rst ~n 
literature has been awakened in tht> 
maturing mind, the cloot· to one of thP 
~ccret chambers of the fuller life ha:-. 
1een opened. 
So, to return to my original argument. 
what is suggested here is that the Univer­
sitv should omit the three books for de­
tailed study, and that the candidate be 
asked to choose one or two books from 
t>ach of the lists already mentioned, with 
the addition of one of Rhakespeare'R plays 
to br ~elrcted from n ;.imilat· liRt, an<'l 
H srlrction from onr of thr grrat ports. 
Lrt thr st ncly of thesr works be ehiefl~, 
p;(•nrt·a l, hut abovr all, IC't the Cl'amming 
of C'xplanatory notrs be complete]~· 
aboli~ltecl. 'L'hrre shoulcl be genet·nl 
eriticism of thr 'vorkR chosen, and in thr 
novels and plays a certain amount of 
time should be given to plot construction. 
Bnt in compnlsor~' work on their master­
pieces let liS not !!,'0 anr fnrther. Tt is for 
the teacher to develop personal appre­
ciation in every onr of his pupils. He 
must endeavour to induce hiR pnpilR to 
p;i ve expresRion to their own irleas on 
onr literaturr. As an ex::tmple of what is 
meant, let us take Coleridge's "Ancient 
Mariner." Evrry ~'onth mnst have apprr­
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ciated the work when he firi:it read it. 
Tt should be the teacher's aim to help 
this appreciation hy ascertaining the 
cause of it. The pupils should be in­
~-:trncted to read the poem carefully, 
without any criticism of it being given 
them. Having- read it, they should im­
mrdiately be asked to write a short 
critical ~ppreciation of it. Such work 
would not only deYelop a personal ap­
prrciation in every pupil, but it wouh1 
also be invaluable in thr acquiring of a 
decrnt English prose style. 
'l'herr is nothing- wot·sr than clog-ma­
tism in the traehing- of English lite1·ature. 
lt is wise to remember that the greatest 
critics disagree, and that the ayerage 
~-;chool teacher is unfortunatel)' only a 
fifth-rate critic. His duty is not to dog­
matise, bnt to imbnr the youtllfnl minds 
'''ith the correct critical principles, and 
the rest let th('lll do for themselves. Si1· 
Arthur t~uiller-('olleh snms the matter np 
admirably:­
"A teacher, as I hold, should watch 
for what his pupil divines of his own 
accord, but if, trafficking- with works vf 
inspiration, he han no g-ift to catch that 
inspiration, nor power to pass it on, then 
l say, ''lleaYen help him! but he has no 
Yalid right on earth to be in the busi­
ness.' ' ' 
One might briefly consider the younger 
boys in dealing with English literature in 
the schools. To me it ;;eems that nowhere 
should greater care be exercised ~han 
in choo~;ing literature for the special 
study of boy~; of 15 or young·er. At this 
age onr will C'ither give the first impe­
tm; to, or completely crnsl1. intr1·est in 
literatnre. 'l'hei'Cfore ;;prcial care mnst 
he takrn to choosr what will appeal to 
thr boy. Do not gin' him \Vordsworth. 
Bl'owning, Milton, or even ('haucer. Give 
!rim something that eontains plenty of 
HC"tion. for action ha;; a great appeal to 
thr young. Patterson 's "Man from Snowr 
Hiver" will always appeal to the ] 5-year­
old Australian. Tt is not gTeat poetry, but 
it would be the first step in the develop­
ment of a taste for great poetry. Give 
the boy as an example of the greatest 
poetry, '"l'he Ancient Mariner," which is 
sure to be appreciated, and which a child 
would have no difficulty in understand­
mg. The remarks concerning explana­
tory notes apply even more to the 
younger boys than they do to the older; 
for we must have an eager interest given 
to the stnd;y of our literature. It must 
be a plea;;nre and not a disagreeable ta&k 
11ndertaken for the sole reason of keeping 
out of trouble. 
\V(' Jllust arouse <Ill entltu;;iam in youth 
fol' the grrat mm1es in our literature, for 
it is in t hi;; way that youth is to be 
sJHUTed on to make its efforts to pro­
duce the masterpieces of the future; allli 
to me it i:ieems that a widespread enthu­
'-lasm will not be forthcoming until the 
'-~'strm of teaching in the secondary 
sc:lJOols is ;;crapped and !\ new and morP 
intet·rsting s.vstrm substituted. 'l'his is 
what (~niller-Couch has to say with re­
gard to literatnrr, prc;;ent and future:-­
" I1iterature is not a mere Science, to be 
studied; but an Art, to be practised. 
Great as i;; our own literature, we must 
consider it a;; a legacy to be improved. 
An~' nation that potter;; with any glory 
of its pa;;t , as a thing dead and done for, 
i~; to that extent renegade. Tf that he 
granted, not all our pride in Shakespeare 
can rxcur.;e the relaxation of an effort­
however vain and hopeles~; it he- to 
better him, or some part of him." 
'l'his applie~o; particularly to Australian 
literature, which is, a;; yet, in its infancy. 
Tt is for us, and those who come after us, 
to g-i \'C it a position worthy of the destiny 
nf our racr. 'l'o achieve this great end, 
thr first st('j) neces>:cn')' is to awakrn a 
g·encl'al intrrest in English literature in 
our own peoplr , and the place to start 
is in thr secondary schools. l1et us not 
imagine for a mo~nent that ,\;hat was 
good enough fol' our father>: 1>~ gootl 
· enough for us. 
"Not in vain the distance beacons. Forward, 
forward, let us range. 
Let the great world spin for ever, down the 
ringing grooves of change." 
W. G. R. 
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An Old Remedy for a New Disease. 
'l'o the observer of social phenomena, it 
ir-; a patent fact that morality is based on 
expediency. 'l'h e '' raison cl'etre'' of 
society is co-operatiYe Rction. Co-opera­
tive action rel!Uires the existence of rules 
to govern the conduct of individuals, and 
these rules ar0 embodiNl in a system of 
moralit~·. :::liner morality 0xists to facili­
tate co-operatiYe m·tion, it mnst he based 
upon the conditions i11 which til<· co-oper­
atiYe group 01· :-;ocicty exist:-; and acts. 
And smcc the main <·mh ol' society arc 
economic, it follow:-; hy all til<· laws of 
logic and social energetic:-; that morality 
must to a large extent 1><· based on 
economic conditions. People· should not 
steal, beca u:-;e stealing upsrt :-; t IH' proper 
wodring of the cconomie :-;,\·:-;tcm oi 
societ~-. it is wrong to brrak one's word, 
beca\1:-;r 1hat n•nde•1·s cont ntds \lllCcrtailJ, 
:·nd so interferes with eo-OJH'l'atiYe action. 
To take a less obvious (•xample, wome:1 
should remain faithful to their husbands, 
because otherwise the illhcritancc of pro­
pnt~- would be rendered uncertain: a man 
1\'onld not know whom to !rave his pro­
perty to. (lt is to hr notecl in suppot·t 
of this vie11· that tile fidelit~· of husbands 
b1s not been, and still to ;~ certain degree 
is not, l'<'gnrded as bPing qnite so impor­
tant. anJ any insiste11Ce 0n it is. clel·elop­
mentally, a rejection of its conYersr.) 
~)imilarly, most rules of morality can be 
traced to an economic foundation, al­
Lhong·h the)' ma~· lw snpportecl by otbtr 
considerations not clin•ctl~· economic. 
'l'lms it is essential for 1lw harmonious 
working of thr social organisation that 
the existing system of morality should 
conform as closely as possible to economic 
conditions. l 1nfortunately, hol\'f>Yer, man 
is a consen·ati\'C' animal, especially in l1i" 
l1a bits of t honght. He is stable-minded 
on tilP whol<'. lie· has 110 time for nP\\' 
fnds and fcllH'i('s in the realm of idea-; . 
Bnt he is not quite• so consen·ati\'C' in hi :> 
habits of nction, nnd will makr nse of 
new inYf>ntions in thr sphere of inclustr:· 
~oone1· 1lwn he will accept new inYention~ 
in thr sphere of thought. 'fhe result is 
that the morality he professes iR usually 
out of date, at any rate in a period of 
economic change: it is not the true reflex 
of the conditions which it is supposed to 
rrgulate. 'l'his, of course, is unfortunat1l. 
These preliminary remarks are intended 
lo lead up to a particular aspect of our 
present-day morality, "·hieh in some 
1espects is sadly out of date. 'fo reduce 
a man to stan-ation is still looked upon 
as "Tong. To trick another man out of 
his money is still regarded, abstractly, as 
rwt <lltite the right thing. In general, 
the injury of one's fellow-men is contrar,\' 
to cunent morality. But when one con­
siders modern bu::;iness methods, one 
Hoticcs that these rules of morality arc 
but little observed. H lower wages means 
higher dividends, the employer will try 
to lower wages, in spite of the injmy Jw 
is thereby doing to his employees. If the 
business man finds that a restriction 0 r 
output brings greater profits, he will 
1 estrict output: the fact that the com­
munity has thus to pay more for its 
goods, and that a large number of m~m 
arc in consequence unemployed, doef> HOc 
nffect the business-man's decision. If a 
financial magnate can cause an artificial 
slump in the value of certain sto·~k, so 
that he can buy again at reducrd mtes 
and make a profit, he will cans'? 1he 
slnmp: the fact that he i<; thereby virtu­
ally robbing large numbers of small 
inyestors does not concern him; he is 
not his brother's keeper. Modern busi­
ness is divorced from current humani­
tarian morality. Humanitarianism in 
lmsinrss is to be accounted a weakness. 
Its results, if anyone is so foolish as to 
practise it, arr decreased gains and 
vlt.imate insolvency. 
Current rules of mo1·ality, thrn, arf' 
fmmd to br inconsistrnt in many ways, 
with sonml businrss p1·inciples. Tt is timC', 
therefort', that we changell our morality. 
Of cmn·se, some people may say: "Why 
Pot change onr business principles?'' 
This. howewr, is hnnll:v in the realm of 
prnetical polities, and the suggestion ma~· 
be dismissed. Others may say: "\Vh~' 
worry? The lmsiness man is not affected 
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b~- this unbusincs::;likc morality-h·~ 
lla::m 't time to think of morality-so why 
trouble to change it!'' This- seems all 
Yery well, but although bui:iiness men arc 
not affected by ctlucal considerations, 
l'ther portions of the community are. The 
working man is more anfl more inclined, 
as time goes on, to a:;k why the capitalist 
sllonkl have hi~; thou~;ancls or hundreds of 
( hoiu;ands a year while he gets a bare 
liYing wage. Why should he be :;o much 
worse ofi than the favoured few~ Jt 
~1ppear:; to him to be unju~;t. Other people 
note the various way in which business 
principles conflict with received canons of 
n~orality, and as a result even go to the 
length of desiring to abolish private 
property- they become ~-;ocialists. Poli­
tical and economic programme~-; are con­
eocteu, oppo~;ed to the interests of big 
business. As a consequence. in the poli .. 
iical sphere the interests of big owners 
ol' property are not considered quite as 
much as they might be, and in the econo­
mic sphere industrial strife constantly 
retards the wheels of industry and com­
merce. A glance at the head-lines of any 
d our daily newspapers lately will show 
the extent to which this strife has devel­
oped. 8trikes are an every-day occut·­
rence, and where these arc not in opera­
tion. a general policy on the part of the 
workers of delivering as little as possible 
for as much as can be got, is consistentl;v 
carried out. 
The result of it all is, of coun;e, a con­
siderable diminution in the wealth 
~nnually produced in any country. The 
·whole thing is very regrettable. It is 
r.lso very stupid, for are we not con­
stantly told in the leaders of our dail:y 
newspapers that the interests of capital 
and labour are identical! Industrial 
snife keeps industry in a chronic 
state of depre~::~~::~ion. Owners of capi­
tal suffer, and it is an axiom of 
C'ommonsense that the power and welfare 
of any nation are bonnd up with the 
prosperity of its big busines~:; men. The 
country always has been g·oing to tl1e 
dogs, but it is going so much faster than 
usual now that it really j,., moving. The 
existing state of affairs , if allowed to go 
on, will ultimately be disastrous. 
~om e remedy mu~:;t be devi~ed; and 
from our analysis it is clear that thi:-; 
1·emedy is the modification of the various 
ideas, mainly moral rules, which lie be­
hind the revolt against modern business 
principles and industrial conditions. It is 
true that some good work in this direc­
tion has already been done. Acts in re­
straint of trade, when performed by em­
ployees, are usually condemned by t.he 
moral sense of the greater part vf the 
community. Tf workmen demanrl higher 
wages, and, being refused them, go on 
strike, they are regarded gener?.1h· by 
the rest of the community as l_. eing at 
fault, and hard words are said abo. ,t th!'m 
on account of the harm thl·.Y a1·e doing'. 
If, on the other haml, wa;.r•~'> :1re r ::;lucl'cl 
b~· an em ployer and the workmen go 011 
strike, the community still lays th e 
blame on the ~;trikers. The common­
sense of the average man and woman 
agrees to regard the best end of the stick 
in industrial disputes as being the right­
ful prerogative of the employer. 'l'his is 
an important a(\vance in the process oE 
harmonising industrial facts a'nd current 
modes of thought. but after all it merely 
gives the employer a moral advantage, 
together with, if necessan·, the aiel of 
the State, but does not get rid of the 
trouble, for the rule is not assented to 
by the workers. A much more compre­
hensive change is necessary. 
lt might be thought that the task of 
di~:;covering a new ~:;ystem of morality 
would be long and difficult, but this ~s 
hardly so. The problem i~:; one of harmon­
ising wills now discordant, so as to direct 
them to a common encl. 'l'he problem is 
thus a religious one. It is the task of 
the Christian Churches to solve it, and 
the programme is ready to hand. The 
history •of institutional (J,hristianity, as 
I1aurenee I-Iousman says, has largely been 
the history of making Christianity safe 
for Caesar. Until modern times, the 
Church did valuable work in helping to 
maintain the social systrm existing a1 thL' 
time. But the countries which brcame 
commercial at the close of the Middle 
Ages, also became Protestant at the 
Reformation. Protestant Christianity 
stressed the individualistic side of relig­
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ion, and neglected its corporate side. 
So with the advent of the industrial era 
and the ~-;ocialisation of the methods of 
mdustry, the Protestant churches were 
unable to JH·ovide a programme of moral­
ity to regulate the new conditions. Tbe 
C'hmch of England, having been turned 
'into a department of the State, had 
''ceased for somr 200 yra rs to speak its 
mind, anfl. as a natural con~-;equence, it 
ceased to h<Jve a m!nd to speak." (R. II. 
'l'<Jwnpy). \Vhile in Fnu~ ce tl1e portion 
of the community which hrcamr indus­
trial ceased even to be Christian. 
Thus industry became divorcrrl. from 
current religion. But the teaching<, (,f 
Christianity are sm·prisingly acl<J ptable to 
1l1r purpose of luumonising inclnst1·ial re­
lations, which we have ah·eacly shown to 
he so necessary. "Servants obey your 
masters" i~-; a precept which would br 
nccrptablc to all rmployers. 'l'he teach­
ing of the Church that. ~·on should br 
content with the lot to which it has plea~­
ed God to call you, would, if followed, 
go far towards bringing about industrial 
peace. Indeed, it is hardly too much to 
sa~· that a sincere <Jcceptance of these 
rnles of morality by the whole com­
munity would do away with all industrial 
strife, eflpeeially if combined with a be­
lief in the blessedness of the poor and 
the meek and the down-trodden. The 
modern man is inclined to demand that 
his dividends should be paid on earth. 
When Christianity was univer sally ac­
cepted and applied to life, a man was 
content with the promise and the belief 
that they would be paid in Heaven. A 
return to the old faith is very much tn 
be desired. With the Christianising of 
industrial relations, all strikes would 
cease; sabotage and the go-slow policy 
"·ould be unheard of; each worker would 
regard his lahour as a duty to God and 
ltis fellowmen, thankful to God for His 
infinite mercy and goodnt':ss if he at least 
had bread to satisfy his hunger and rags 
to clothe his nakedness. 'l'he rich, on 
the other hand, would be in an excellent 
vosition to dispense charity with open 
l1 ands, and thereby lay up much treasme 
in IIeaYen. The vision one sees is quite 
touching in its charming peace and 
simplicity. 
Christianity, of coursE', is a very pro­
tean thing, and there have even been 
Christian Sociali~-;t~-;. Bnt the side of it 
just outlined is the side that was once 
stressed, and the one that might well be 
stressed again. It is true that at present 
the Churches have little real influence; 
bnt religionH do not clic easily, and a re­
Yival is well within the lJouncls of possi­
bility. A vigorous propaganda, which 
capitalists might do well to asfliflt liber­
ally with money, would do much. 
The task of the churches is clear. I11 
their hands rests the future of industria1 
e;ivilisation. Let them see to it. 
W.N.H. 
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Concerning Contempt of Court. 
A kindly old soul is credited with hav­
ing complained that her bibulous husband 
gave a "gargled" version of certain 
events. Perhaps that term best describe::; 
the recent reports of the prosecution of a 
teacher of Darwin':-; theories in a remot·3 
· part of the 11nited State:-; of America. 1t 
is unnecessary for us to concern our:-;cl ves 
·.vith the partisan:-;' grotesque efforts to 
kick away the tree by which they arc 
~aiel to have climbed, but onr may remark 
that so a:-;toni:-;hing was thrir rrportcd 
behaYiour in attempting i.o disown their 
alleged ancestors of the forests that the 
<1~ses of the field may ape their efforts, 
<mcl spurn the relationship suggested by 
such activities. The world has been in ­
Yited to believe that some "sessions" of 
the court were heralded by the click of 
moving picture cameras taking within the 
court pictures of the witnesses, the coun­
sel, and the judge. \Ve are credibly in­
formed that sessions begun with prayel' 
were em·enomed with p0rsonal vitupera­
tion. \Ve have been given photos of 
('Ottnsel sitting at the table minus coats 
<tnd collars, and with shirt sleeves rolled 
ttp to the elbows. 'l'he judge has been 
photographed sitting- without his coat, 
\\"ith a police office1· fanning him, while 
he read a newspaper in complete and 
:-,oYereign indifference to t be spectator:-,' 
manipulation of thri1· ehe,Ying gum and 
1 o the unseemly wrangle between counsel 
'• arguing'' serious issues before him. The 
judge has been renalt>d to the world 
banging the bench with a ganl. in the 
"going going gone" attitude of an aue­
tioneer. in an attempt to restore that 
g-ravity and order which should never 
have been lost. If these things be true, 
who can believe the allegation that th e 
crowning act was a chargor of Contempt 
of Court hurled at counsrl for the clefenc;) 
by the Judge, w110 lu1d refreshf'd his 
mind by listening to a sermon on the mat­
ters at issue by one of the main suppor­
ten; of the proflecution ~ Unfortunately we 
have been denied a pietnre of the ,Tuclg·~: 
f'haking hand<; with the alleged delin­
quent counsel in token of their reconcilia­
tion. Fiat Justitia ruat coelum! 'l'he 
report of such happenings shook the 
world, even ''Punch'' being said to re­
mark that the English silly season dirl 
not begin till August. 'l'hey were too 
much for the gravity of the court and 
the apprehended clanger from collap~>ing 
·.ralls and ceiling of the courthouse as its 
~ides shook beneath the strain, eansetl 
the haHty withdmwal of the actors. ~ot 
recognising or careless that the ruinell 
building was ~.rmbolic of the dignity of 
his court, the Jnclge completed the trial 
in the open air. 'l'he American disregard 
of the traditional dress for advoeatt-~ 
ensured the absence of any "·igs on the 
green. The lawn was already occupied 
with seats preparrd for some rvangelistic 
work. 'l'hese were taken possession of by 
the la\\·ycrs, and the <tniet heavens looke<! 
llown upon this most extl'aordinary 
scene. ~urely this remote part of 
America is tbe only part of the world 
where snch a farce could be enacted, and 
called justice. If these reports art' true, 
contempt of court would seem to be im­
possible in tho~e regions. A poor 
clcsc r•ndant of British people bearing in 
wind t h c maj estie clign ity of the Courts 
oi' his anecstralland, expressed his candid 
opinion of such another alien Court. The 
.Judge had fined him a dollar for con­
tempt of Court. "~lake it five dollars, 
.Judge," he said; "it's all I've got, and 
J ·ve got more than five dollars' worth of 
tontempt for your Court!'' 
Dayton, Tennessee, can at least solace 
itself with the reflection that by its activi­
ties th(~ newspaper reporters have been 
rnablecl to give the reading publit; 
material for a good laugh. The decision 
in the case itself is of no legal import­
ance to persons beyond that free and 
enlightened State. As a matter of his­
torical interest it may be contrasted with 
a famous deci:,;ion of the Privy Council 
that the tenets of the Church of England 
do not make it necessary to maintain that 
the wicked are eternally pnnished. '' 'l'h is 
decision," a great J,aw Lol'(l is rrporl\•(1 
to have said, "dismissed Hell with Costs, 
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Dml took away f:t;om every true believer 
bs last hope of eternal damnation.'' 
1'he go as you please disorder of events 
vublished in the Press strike home sharp­
ly the difference between traditional 
British procedure, with its punctiliou& 
Gbservance of form and etiquette, and 
the looseness of some American State 
Courts. It is not likely that an Austra­
lian Court would refuse to allow an 
affidavit to be filed because a barrister 
\:ras inaccurately describec~ therein by the 
emission of the word "Esquire" after 
lti.s name. There is a precedent for such 
refusal to be found very many years ag0 
in England. But it is r,ot many years 
since an Australian State Supreme 
Court JtHlge rebuketl counsel by 
failing to "see" him when hr 
nppeared in wig and gown, but 
with light. im;teacl of dark colomed 
trousers. His attitude was diifferent from 
tl1at of a learned English Judge who. 
while actually sentencing a prisoner to 
seven yem·s' penal servitude, saw an 
cfficial walk without bowing between 
himself and the prisoner. He rebuked the 
official Rternly. "Don't you know," he 
~nid, "that no gentleman Rhould pa.s'l 
between two gentlemen who are convers. 
ing with each other?'' He then pro­
ceeilecl to finiRh sentencing the other 
grntleman in the clock. 
But these remarks are not really 
relevant to contempt of Court. No recor1l 
iR to hand of any contempt having been 
committed by climbing treeR. Fruit. 
however, haR played a nal't in (lrvrlopillg 
1he law of contempt. Tt may br rrmcm­
bered that an effort was made somr yrars 
a[!o to involvr in argument a very up­
rigllt Police :;\fag-istrate in North Queens­
land because a Chinaman wanted to make 
him a present of a pineapple. This 
attempted gift did not attract nearly "o 
much comment or have the same far­
rraching effect as an attempted gift of 
fmit in thr West Indies provoked. From 
1 he Bahama Islands to the Privy Council 
is a far cry; but the case caused through­
out the Empire echoes which decisively 
nffect the law of contempt of court and 
its relation to thE:' recrntl? grown law 
of libel. 'l'he dispute appears sufficiently 
from the following statement of the 
facts. 
In May, 1892, Roger D. Yelverton Esq, 
Chief Justice of the Bahama Islands, 
\VeRt Jndies, addressed two letters to a 
newspaper published at Nassau on ques­
tions affecting the health of the town. 
These letters were published on 4th May 
;lnd 11th l\fa~· . 1892. On Hth May a let­
ter signed ''Colonist '' appeared in the 
s::Jm(' paper. 
Before reproducing that letter it should 
be obserwcl that on 26th April, 1892, the 
C'hief .Justice made the following fitate­
ment from tbe Bench :- "A few cla~·s ago 
one of the men in whose fayom· T had 
~iven jndg·ment in the case from Elen­
thera, \note to me offering a present of 
pineapples. Althon~h this was after th,.. 
judgment was giYE:'n, it was a wron::r 
thing to do. Tt srems 110ssibly a trivial 
matter, but T view it differently. Tt must 
r:.ot be forgotten that T haw b)· lll? con­
duct to sustain the recti.tudr of Yarion" 
rE:'siclent juRti ces. nrcessarih- brongh t in Io 
dose contact with the peoplr. Tt is wrong 
to accept any p1·esent whatrvrr from one 
'd10 is, or has rerently been. or who i.,; 
known to be likE:'lY to be. a suitor in the 
Court. It is needl~ss to .~ay that I refused 
the pinrapples." 
This Rtatement was used by "Colonist" 
in the following letter of 14th May:­
"To the Editor of thr Nassau 'Guar­
dian':­
' 'Rir.- The comhinE:'d wi«dom and vig-iJ­
:mcr of 'Governo1· Rh ea. ProvidE:'nce anL1 
1he Board of Hrn11h' beinO' insufficient to 
nrE:'Sel'VE:' the l1ea1th of this community , 
Mr. Y<>lY<>rton has come to the rescue. 
r1nd it is bnt fair to him that his protest 
should bE:' echoed b~· rYCr)· citizen of tl1 ir-o 
eitv. 
·what is the l!'ood of increasing the 
c.,::tlary of the Chi<>f .Tnc;;tire. if his mind is 
1 o be disquieted Rnd ::tlarm eel throu!l'l~ 
f,..Rr of fever~ 'l'hron O'h an adclition::tl 
£300 a yE:'ar we havE:' 11ll th~t our son];; 
~- e~rned for, viz.. an Enqolish ba,·riRte•·. 
:md wr Rhoulcl do :11l th:1t lies in Oll'' 
]lOWer to prrsE:'rve th,.. lw<~lth :1nd lifE:' of 
this lumin::tr~· of ihr Bnglish Bar. 
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"'While the increase of ~alary attached 
to the office of Chief .Jn~tice was being 
discussed, Mr. Bullard, the Renior member 
for Exuma, suggested that we wait and 
'~ee our man first'! Good advice; hut 
fortunately the waiting· policy was not 
needed in this instance, for in Mr. Yelver.. 
ton we have one who surpasses our 
highest expectations of the kind of man 
who would come to pocket our £1000 a 
year. In his Court Mr. Yelverton iR 
supreme. Uustom, Magistrates, and 
lawyers bow to supremacy: and, like 
Selkirk, 'there is none his right to dis­
pute.' Nor does he ignore little things- ' 
''hen he stoops to such then is he great 
indeed. Penny readings, daughters of 
Ruth, Mrs. Newton Jones, and \V.C.T.U. 
have all felt the fostering touch of his 
strong hand. 
Search the annals of the bench of every 
country, of ever~' age, and I defy cr~ation 
to produce a more noble, more self-deny.. 
ing and more virtuous exhibition of a 
tender conscie11cc than was afforded by 
our Chief Justice in refusing to accept a 
g-ift of pineapples! Some cynic has said, 
'Every man has his price.' Tt is assur­
ing to this community to know that the 
'fount of justice' in this colony is above 
the price of even one dozen pineapples. 
l\fr. Yelverton's noble words of scornful 
renunciation should be graven in letter.;; 
of gold upon the wall::.: of every magi;:;­
terial office in this colony: then, and not 
till then, will sweet potatoes, pigeon peaR, 
etc., cease to exert their baneful influent't' 
upon the administration of justice in this 
eolony. But should wr be selfish anrl 
confine the influence of such virtue to 
1his colon~·? No, "Mr. Editor. T l'!ncl others 
cherisl1 the hone that this brautiful 
incident will become historical, and 
the \d10le world be benrfited by 
this last and greatest proof of the 
purity of English ju<.;ticr. Difficult 
as it is, Mr. YelYerton hns mastered the 
nroblem of being great in little thing·;;. 
\Vhen R boy, T remember reading of 
.Judge Gasco.vgne Rnd Prince Ilal. T can 
but hope the little boys of the future will 
read of the noble condnd of our Judge 
Yrlverton. 
Bnt 1 must no1 confine m~'self to worcl.::; 
of heartfelt commendation. Duty and 
esteem call upon me to speak words ')f 
warning: and it is well that Mr. YelYcr­
ton should know that a great many people 
of this city are mean enough to say that 
'He should risk his Yaluable life and 
attend to the duties of his office in 
summer as well as in winter. They con­
tend that the day of non-resident official­
dom is over, and that a man should reside 
in the colony that pays him his 
salary. The law allows him six weeks' 
leave of absence, and Mr. Yelverto~1 
should be subservient to that law, if to 
'none other.' I say to these fellows of the 
the baser sort, 'Now. ju~t suppose we 
had a fool for Chief Justice, would ten 
months and two weeks sticking to hi:> 
tffice make him worth a thousand a 
vear?' 
· Mr. YclYrrton Rhoulcl also know thrJt 
most of 1hc pineapplrs gro'lvn in this 
colony are cultivated on 1he joint account 
of the landowner and labourer, and in 
accepting a gift of pines, one runs thr> 
risk of receiYing Rtolen property. Anrl 
now for one more bit of information thnt 
n 'tendrrfoot' ~hould he provided with, 
viz. :-Fewrs. like thunderstorms, havr 
their uses in West Tnclian colonies. Fever 
is regarded by the native as a merciful 
proviRion of ProYidenrr to clear the 
flt.mosplH'rr of the riYil Rrnicr of somr 
officials who arr rxhalatecl. and rmanate 
from Downing Rtrect. 
Jf, in spite of the wise protest of 1.11-. 
YelYerton. tl1r Board of Trilde persists in 
J:mding 300 tom; of 11ernicions roal in 
this city, the executive "honl<l ~tinnlate 
that this Government shall haw the n•·ivi ­
lege of erecting abow the ro::.l, officrR 
10 be occupied b~· sucl1 officials as arr 
costing thr colon~· morr than they ::.I'·' 
worth, and thus fnrthrr thr rnd« of " 
f!'l'acions ProYiclencr. Bnt. l\h. "'P.rlitcn·. 
T hope tl1is coal will not br landed. Tt 
will arouse sncl1 disanirtin!! thon!!"htfl ir1 
1he minds of some people. Added to th" 
heat of our smnmer. ro11l is an nwfrtll'· 
unpleasant reminder of n placr whicl1 i" 
11ot called heaYen. 
Not being an Englishman, T am no~ 
afraid of noxious gasrs or clrstructivr 
microbrs. •We eolonis1s have had many 
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camels of incompetence forced down 
our throats. We cease to strain over a 
JUi.crobe more or less. For myself, and 
on behalf of others who consider health 
of paramount importance, I thank Mr. 
Yelverton for his unselfish protest; and 
more that, as he has sided with Provid· 
encr, Governor Shea, and the Board of 
Health, we are certain to enjoy immunity 
fl-om fevers this summer.'' 
When the Chief Justice's attention was 
crawn to this letter, he retaliated by 
using his powers to commit the Editor to 
prison for contempt of court. A deputa­
tion of inf1uential persons, coloured and 
wtite, urged the Governor, Sir Ambrose 
Shea, to release the Editor. In spite of 
the oppoRition of the Chief Justice, the 
Governor released the Editor. Ultimately 
1he matter was referred to the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council. It 
<lrcided that if any contempt had been 
~ommitted, the Chief Justice could 
legally do what he had done, and that 
the letter dated 14th May might have 
been made the subject of proceedings for 
libel, but it was not in the circumstances 
<:alculated to obstruct or interfere with 
the course of juRtice or the due adminis­
tration of the law, and therefore did not 
eonstitute contempt of Court. 
E.J.D.S. 
(Mr. Stanley regrets that illness pre­
VC'nted him from revising or extending 
these fragmentary notes.-Ed.) 
T;HE JUGGLER. 
Turban tightened round his head, 
Robed in white, the juggler stands. 
Soon two brazen balls have sped, 
Out of skilled and steady hands. 
Four now dance where there were two, 
Eagerly we press around. 
Could we such a marvel do, 
Wondering senses to confound! 
Is he wizard, is he man, 
Who those g!itt'ring orbs can send 
To and fro, and up an-d down, 
Round and round , without an end? 
Now they're like the shining spheres, 
Now they're sparks of living fire. 
Meteors to light our fears, 
Flowing gold of our desire. 
Hid behind your careless grace, 
Does the strength of magic lie. 
Thus our senses to efface, 
Juggler with the flashing eye? 
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Odds and Ends about the United States. 
A person visiting a country for the first 
time is usually all agog with cmio:;;:tv to 
investigate the ''customs' ' peculiat:· to 
this land. However, one of Anglo-Saxon 
de:o;cent, on coming to America, need not 
expect to see a great deal which differs 
markedly from that of his native land. 
lie will find tJJe people living much tJw 
!>ame type of life , actuated by the same 
fundamental ideas and ideals, and more­
over, as Winston Churchill has said, firm­
ly bound to his own people by the bona 
of the common love of soap. On the othei' 
hand, he will find innumerable '' Ameri­
canisms,' ' or superficial difference:;; in 
mode of life and conducting business, 
which give the country a strong individn­
nlity and are a never failing :o;ource of 
intere:;;t to the observer. 
One of the most outstanding traits of 
the people is their sincere love of tfH' 
United States, ·whether it be the land of 
birth or of adoption. Outstanding, too, 
is their manner of approach, and th e 
faculty for forming a large circle of 
ac(]uaintances in a short time, which 1,.; 
rather more developed than that of form­
ing lasting friendships. The average 
citizen ~s remarkably well informed on 
any topics pertaining to his 9wn country 
and is ever eager to assist the stranger 
by imparting this knowledge. In tlw 
stores one is impressed with the politeness 
of the salesmen, and by th<' fact that they 
nre invariably conversant with all detail~ 
relative to tl;<' history, manufactmr, ancl 
possible impol'tance of the article which 
they are !'ndeaYouring to s!'ll. Tn an~' 
country a man selling such a thing as a 
scientific proeess makes it his bnsin!'ss to 
know his subject from "A to Z": in 
America 11 man selling ties Ol' toothpicks 
<·onsid<'r:;; i1· his duty to know an equally 
proportionate amount about these rela­
t.iwly insi!!nificant m·tiel<'"- 'rhat the con­
!>eqnent ability to discnss and suppl,v 
inter esting detai ls concerning the wares 
mov!'s for grratly incr!'ased sales is nn­
donhted. 
Om is disappointed with the dai1:v 
Jt!'wspapr t·s. whicl1, with vr1-y frw rxcep­
tions, lack individuality to an appalling 
degree. All believe in the 'feature a 
day' slogan, and this feature is blazoned 
fcrth on the front page in letters at 
least two inches high. As far as possible, 
Rll the more important news items are 
given mention on the first page, and after 
reading one or two paragraphs one is 
requested to turn to page 37, column 0, 
if further information is desired. 
Universal, ioo, is an enormity known as 
the "Comic Hheet," eontaining stories 
without words, or with Y<'ry few words, 
after the manner of the ehilclren 's comie 
papers in England or An,;tralia. No adn~t 
foreigner has yet heen abl<' to distinguish 
the humour on this page. and hence thP 
American idea that an Englishman, at 
least, can never see a joke. If there is 
any humotir it must be either very subtl? 
or very obvious. The si.ze of the paper,; 
is rather staggering at first, especially on 
the Sabbath, when the publishers excd 
themselvrs in the matter of quantity pro­
duction: the Flunday edition of the S·m 
Prancisco ''Examiner,'' for examnle. 
rejoices in 146 pages. With so much 
space available it is , of course, unnecesarv 
to print verv much news on each paQ'·) 
in order to obtai.n a r!'asonable a<rgregate. 
]';' evertheless. the amount of information 
concerning foreign countries is woefullv 
meagre, and the editors are apparentlv 
all firm believers in the al?e-old saw th~tt 
"No news is goofl news." At the rapidity 
and manner of distribntion. however. no 
one can cnvil Yrat·s ag-o. whrn tlw A.I :F: 
wct·r swelte,.ing- on the nlains of Egynt. 
the native boys were frequently to be 
heard cr~ring out amongst many oth~'r 
thing-s) "Egyntinn Mail. To-mo1·row's 
News To-day!" but nobody took thi:;; 
announcement in any srrionsnef''-' . -,:1 
America this aim has heen achievecl: 
:mvwhere in the Rtatcs ihe next mom­
inQ''s paper cnn be purchased on the way 
home from the theatre. Out in the vonn!l' 
and virile W estrrn Stat!'s. as miO'ht he 
rxpected, methods are even 'mon advanc­
'ed, and the paper may be nurchased on 
tll<' way to the th!'atr<'. One mny rrad 
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the 5 p.m. editions at the lnnch table, so 
that it would be ridiculous to insinuate 
that the populace are not keeping ahead 
of the times, since in rE>ality thE>~· m·e 
several hours ahead. 
The motorist from other lands must 
inevitably believe that h.~ has reached a 
varadise when he comes upon the Ameri­
can system of highways with their fault­
less surfaces, the cheap gasoline, and the 
wonderful system of auto signs whicl1 
keep him well advised as to the disposi­
tion of all curves, grades, crossings, etc., 
ll.vhich lie ahead. Situated all over thr:! 
country, at convenient intervals, are 
Filling Stations, which have gas, oil, -and 
PccesRories for sale, and cheerfully render 
free service in the matter of water, air, 
crankcase service, etc. These stations ar" 
usually most attractive in apnearance. 
many being made of concrete, while most 
have well-kept gardens and lawns in their 
immediate vicinity. So neat and tidy 
are they that the motorist is almost per­
suaded to 'drive in and purchase some 
g·as, irrespectiw of whether he needs ;t 
or not. 
One of the most remarkable institu­
tions of America is that of "Straw Ilat 
D::rv. '' an illnstration of the manner in 
which individuality is being sacrificed to 
r.ational st>~nrlarclisation. All the cities 
have a fixed da~·. in tl1e spring or summer, 
';non which men commence to wear straw 
hats, and similarly there is a fixed clay 
ion which these hats are discarded. Tn 
8an Francisco this system starts on Anril 
nrcl and continues nntil September 23rd. 
'Tt mattrrc; not whether the twentv-tl1id 
of April is >1 cold, hlf>ak dav or whetnrr 
the twenty-fourth of Sentf>mber iR ac; hot 
as thP tropics; these flict>~,tf>s must b~> 
(Jbf>verl. the penalty probably being soci~1l 
and commf'rcial ostracism. 
Most interesting are the 5, 10. and Hi 
c-ent ~tore!';. " owned anfl oneratecl hy jlw 
F'. W. ·woolworth Coy. which a''e 
1o be found in every town, large or small. 
'rhe f>ntire stock of these stores consists 
of articles which can be purchased for 
one or other of these three prir<>R. anrl 
the variety of tl1eir wares must be seen 
.to be appreciated. That excellent valur 
i': obtained for the money expended the .·e 
is no doubt, and to realise the magnitude 
of the profits, onP has but to c.,nsider 
thE> mammoth ·woolworth building in New 
York, 60 storif's high, and built solely 
from the profits of this remarkable chain 
of stores. Vrrily maRs production is a 
wonderful thing. '!'his Hi cents limita­
tion is surmounted to a certain extent b.v 
the selling of such things as a pair of 
socks at lii cents per sock, and a small 
radio set can be purchased one part at a 
time. As yet Fords cannot be obtained 
in a similar manner, owing to the fact 
~hat. the tyres must be made in one piece, 
and at presen't they are Yalued at more 
than lfi cents. HoweYer, the public rr­
mains hopeful. 
In any Commonwealth of States there 
are inevitably many petty jealousies, anfl 
nlso confusion, arifling through differ­
ences in the State laws; since America 
has 48 Rtates in the Union, the possibili­
ties in this direction are obviously ven· 
rrreat. And they are availed of to the 
fnllrst extent. In this much divorcefl 
Pnd re-married country one of the mo~t 
disconcerting 'things ~u<;t surely be thP 
rlifferences in marriage laws. Tn Cali­
fornia a man may be divoref'tl ;:1nrl re­
married, then after a number of Yf'at'<; 
he ma:v be transferred to a p]ae.; like 
~orth Carolina, where divorces arP 110t 
granted under any cireumstances, and 
then he automatically becomes a bigamist. 
Conductors on the · trans-continental 
trains must make sure of 1"l~eir locaticm 
bf>fore selling cigarettes, sin•3e thP hnv 
~f some States does not nermit of thei1· 
sale. In New York City it is permissible 
for rhorns girls to appear practicallv in 
the "altogether," but on the bathing 
heacl1es a short distance to the R011tl1 a 
woman must wear stockings with her 
bathing costume. 
Great lrivalrv i~=; exhibited between 
>;everal pairs of cities. notably between 
Tjos Angeles and San Francisco. the porm­
l>~ce of the latter being mnch alarmPd 
at the ranicl growth of tlw former. Los 
Angeles is the lar!!est city in the world, 
and would have achieved a radius of or,p 
hundred miles only for the unfortunate 
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fact that the sea was inadwrtantly placed 
but a mere thirt·y miles awa~· on one side. 
Onr of thr rity's rltief claims to fame is 
th<• fact that onr <·an takt> a st t·ret ear 
ride of about thir·t~· milrs for tltr small 
snm of five cents. 
And of cou1·se thr famons attempt to 
abolish the consumption of intoxicating 
liquors. Even tlw briefest comment on 
America mnst contain somr rrfert'nce to 
the Eighteenth Amendment, the Volstead 
Act, tl1e Dry Laws, or whatever name one 
wishes to apply to this law, the posses­
sion of which seems a constant wonder 
to most Americans even yet. In search­
ing for reasons as to why the Amendment 
was accepted in the first instance, it 
would seem that the main one was a 
desire for cleaner politics. l\fuch of the 
political juggling and intrigue had fallen 
into the hands of the saloon keepers, 
whose methods and objects wf'l'e the re­
verse of patriotic, and many people felt 
that the onlv wav to overcome this 
menace was to clo~e the saloons alto­
gether. Many people visit the country 
on behalf of various organisations in 
order to inquire into the effects of prohi­
bition 11nd as is usual with such commis­
siom, 'they find just exactly what they 
srt out to find, irrespective of whethel' 
they arr '' cll·y" o1· "wet." 'l'o the avc•rag-r 
Yisitor who has no axr to grind, it would 
seem that, as far as the present genera­
tion is concerned, thr law is more or less 
of a complete failnr<'. Tlw f11mily of thr 
lower-class working man is undoubtedly 
somewhat better off, bnt the younger 
people in the higlwr elass occupati~ns 
probably clt·ink as much as eYer tiH'Y ihcl: 
this in spite of' thr ghastly Pff<:'cts of some 
of the liquor. Many Ampt·ic<ms considPr 
this law to be an iniquitoas act, and that 
it is their duty to bl'eak it and hold it 
up to ridiculP. Naturally such an atti­
tude brings in its train a tendency 
towards a gpneral contempt for all laws, 
and herein lies the graYest rPsnlt of pro­
hibition, ln addition, ;;o many officers 
of the i:)tate arP busy endeavouring to 
enforce prohibition that ndequate J)Ol_ic­
inO' is not maintained, and the maJor 
crimes seem to be inCl'(' >Jsing in numbers. 
As to what will bP thr rff<'cts upon tllr 
next genrl'ation is. of course, anotll('t' 
qustion; the "clrys" foretell nnpm·allele<l 
benefits as the inevitable results; the 
''wets'' paint gloomy nictures of a dirr­
ful heritage. Time alone will tell, ancl 
meanwhi1P it would bP well for the world 
to await thr full testing of this colossnl 
expPrimPnt bpfore following the example 
of the Fnit<'cl fitates. 
--**-­
SURURRIA. 
The lizard f}istened on the wall , 
A sharp-eyed little lizard-
The gardener by the hedgerow tall, 
Took up his snips and scissored. 
A maiden halted by a rose, 
A summer-costumed maiden-
She raised the flower to her nose, 
The petals perfume-laden. 
Ur:on the road a young man stood, 
And watched, his lips aquiver­
"My Gawd," he said, "it must be good, 
To go to pitchers wiv 'er." 
ERALEE. 
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Nationalism in Literature. 
In each great literature of the world 
nationalism has been a constant and im­
portant factor, a compelling influence 
upon each author, not however working 
against his own individuality, for national 
influence plays some part in moulding 
the character of an author, and a greater 
part in determining the intellectual out­
looks, however diverse, of all truly reprP­
sentative national figures in literature. 
The purely cosmopolitan writer, ruled as 
he is, by a compound of national senti­
ments. is rare. 'fruly great writerR have 
individual and national charactt>riRtics, 
which may undergo modification reRnlt­
ing- from the impact of forrign idraR, but 
which are not thereby iransformecl. 'l'he 
great English anthors havr always bern 
examples of this. Chancer as a w rih' l' 
learnt much from France and Ttaly, and 
was for a time nnde1· their sway, but when 
hiR genius reached maturity, while not 
neglecting what these countries could 
teach him, he exnressed himself t>ssrn­
tially as an Englishman . 'fhat, and nqt 
the fact that he deliberatel~r laid tlw 
scene of ''The Canterbury Tales' ' in 
England, gave the work a definite 
national value. .And Shakespeare 's work 
always breathed of England, whether the 
action and people belonged to Ttal~r . Eng­
land, or Fairyland. 
There haR always been a certain 
nalvetl> in tht> atiitndr of thr English to­
ivards other modrrn litrl"a1n t·r. and the 
classics of ancirnt Grrt>cr and Rome. Al­
though om· norts and anthors g-rnct·ally 
have admit·ed, rrspectrcl, revrlled in thr 
classics. an cl have been nrofitabl~· inr-;pirrd 
by them, this rrgard has not had n n 
oppressing t>ffect, except during a com­
Pilratively short period of pr-;endo-clasf.:i­
cism hnsed npon a false conception of th•: 
classics, and lH'YPr so comnlrtely trinm­
phant HS it was in France. While convrr­
sant with the older masterpircef.:. nncl 
showing appreciation b~r assimilating 
their true spirit, the English have rt>­
mained humble yet unabashed in th·' 
m·esence of the classics, and haYP frlt, 
with thr Elizabethan, Mnlcaste1·, tl1<1l 
they "honour the Latin, but worship the 
English," in regard either to language 
or to literature. Buch an attitude is re­
flected in most English criticism, even 
by great lovers of the classics-by Ben 
Jonson, and, almost against his will, by 
Matthew Arnold. 
The age of Elizabeth was the period 
of a patriotic effort to give England a 
literature worthy of her greatness. But 
thr English spirit had been found in our 
literature long before the consciom;ly 
national literary movrment of the Eliza­
bethan ag·e, with its general recognition 
of the claims of the English language. 
:F'actot·s such as race, climate. languagr. 
nncl social conditions are constantly 
~ffrcting :Jationality as a whole, as well 
as 1·racting npon onr another. 
Langnagr, its formation and develop­
mrnt, Hrr connrcted with what form 
national prcnliaritirs- thr mingling of 
rMe. ·, climat~. social conditions and 
ehnngrs, and with thosr rmotional and 
mental characteristics themselves. 'fhr 
nature of English syntax haR made that 
lan~ruage a little infe1·ior to French as a 
medium fot· prose, where lucidity and 
11recision are required above all; but 
French is far below English for making 
the noetry which aRks for glamonr, sug­
gestiveness and brauty Df imagerv. Thi~ 
may partly nccount for thr nrNlilection 
of the Frrnch for thr morr "clnssicnl " 
t~'lWR of Yi'l'Sr. ancl mav hrln 1o rxnlain 
why Frrnclt ])Or1t·y, rvrn in nrriods of 
strong Romantic :1]1(1 E'lf"lislt inflnrncr>, 
i<: nrarly always qnitr cliffe ,·rnt in tonr 
ft·om nny sunr1·fici:--.llv similn t• Rn crlislt 
noetJ·y . . Undonhtrrll~·. t>ven ll])ar1 from 
:Jationalism it<:rlf. therr are other reasons 
for this dissimil:ll'ity: for inr-;tnnre, thr 
limited exprrssiw onalitirs of Frrnch 
metrr. also a result of langnaO'e. Hut herr 
11"1' can set> lan1runr·r. tht·on!dt the airl of 
1iterary art. rr;:]cting nnon and intensif:v­
inP." thosP noints of nationality which 
hrlned each wl1at it is. 
.Tust ns the form and rotentialities of 
~ lang-nacrr Hffrct n nntion mrntally ancl 
emotionally, so do cliffrrrncrs of lan­
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guagc, and the consel!Uent difficulty of 
iree communication and interchange of 
ideas help to preserve national pecu­
liarities. Yet it is easy to exaggerate the 
importance of the language barrier. For 
the last hundred years almost every great 
English author has been ~l man well 
read in the literatures of at lea~-;t one im­
lJOl"tant European countr.r- 'l'hackcray, 
Hard;~', 1\fcreclith, who knew German, 
li'rench, and Italian well; Browning, and 
the re~-;t of the poets in a lower degree; 
whilr translatiom; arc m1mrrou~-; and 
popular. Yet so far we find nothing but 
a grrater broadnes~ of Yirw, and it i~-; 
unlikely that the u~e of l~~-;pcranto or 
any more modern ~-;ub~-;titute, would pnt 
an end to Nationalism. J.Jct ns con~-;ider 
mn~-;ie, "the universal language." 1<-,or 
<111ite two hunclred years, mu~-;iciam; haYc 
been rxchanging ideas continually, aml 
in a far freer and more 1miYersal way 
th1111 i>~ pos~-;iblc with literatme. Yet , 
although from the time of Iianllcl to that 
or \\Tagner, German influence partly 
dominated in the less virile national 
schools of music, each nation has ex­
pre~-;secl the universal rmotions in kinds 
of music quite different. each having a 
definite flavour of it>~ O\\"n, and being 
cxpre~o;sed in its own peculiar musical 
idiom. 'l'he same thing call be seen in 
painting. Thns we can see that language 
j,; partly the mastee, but chiefly the ser­
nmt of Nationalism. ­
Another important factor in nation­
c.lity is that of race, which with climate 
and >~ocial conditions, helps to form a 
I•ational temperament. How potent is 
the force of social conditions may be seen 
in the contrast between the average Au~-;­
tralian and Engli~lunan, whose language 
11nd race are one, though their climates 
Yary, 11nd nndoubtedly a~-;sist in creating 
thi>~ difference; or in that between an 
Engli>~hman and an Engli~l1-bred citizen 
of the United i:)tates. Thr facilities of 
modem communication, and thr lessening 
of the languag·e barrier, lHtve not had a 
{.:Teat effect in unifying the >~entiments 
of Europe. Tn America, where the lan­
guage is Englisl1, and the race practically 
English, we rind an almost national diver­
gency from English ideals and tempera­
mcnt, a di \'Crgeney already reflected m 
their respective literature:>. Here can be 
~:~een the social factor, which of itself 
rarely has more than a passing effect on 
an estab!1shed literatme, helping to form 
what have come in time to be points of 
national difference. 'l'bis contrast is de­
monstrated chiefly in American prose, 
which is both better and worse than her 
poetry. However, the presence in prose 
of much that j;; of mere ephemeral in­
terest, should guard m; against over­
estimating the contnt~-;t jm;t mentioned. 
Yet the American'~-; incl i ,·id ualitv becou1 e>~ 
more prominent each decade, · and the 
~-;amc remark applies in a lesser degree lo 
11s in Australia, who have long possessed 
genuinely Au>~tralian poetry, though our 
true prose style i:-:~ not yet born. 
'l'he predominant traits of the Engli~-;h 
- laq::;c- simplicit;~r of nature, strong· but 
not ~-;ct·\·ile re>~pect for tradition, active 
patrioti>~m, a >~ensc of humour (gener­
nlly), emotional re~:~ervc, lo \'e of nature, 
a combination, often in the same person, 
of the mystical and the practical-these 
are reflected both in our separate 
works of literature and in it>~ clevelop­
uo_cn t, one characteristic becoming espe­
cially predominant at certain literanr 
crises. 'Nc find in our literature a r~­
markable blend of the Celtic and Ten­
tonic, with perhaps a da>~h of the Gallie, 
contributed by our Norman conquerors; 
a blend of dreamy semi-pagan mysticism 
and a pre-occupation with the moral and 
practical issues of life, together with a 
little of the French critical spirit. 'l'hu,.; 
English verse can soar ecstatically, and 
also be philosophically reflectiYe, both 
moods yielding true and great poetry. 
'!'he same thing can be >~een in our pro~-;e, 
less perfect than the French, but perhap~:~ 
richer in variety of mood and individua 1­
ity of accent. Tn prose, another manifesta­
tion of this blending of qualities sho,,·.~ 
itself-the rema1•kable gift which otu· 
great novelists, in company with Shakr­
spean, possess in character portrayal. 
The Celtic and more typically European 
forces work together. so that their char­
acters aJ"e drawn with the accu1·acy of 
ob~c· n·ation, deftness and impartiality o{ 
the French, but escape becoming general 
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types, or mere studies in realism throuo·h 
. . . "' 1m~gmat1Ye sympathy and iclcali;;ation, 
winch do not, however, degenerate into 
sentimentality ot· distortion. 
But the qualities we have discussed <hi 
not fully explain nationality. for natiom; 
in history have preserved their national 
aspirations in spite of difference;; of 
language, temperament or race. 'l'he 
unity of Rpirit, which 1·eallv makes a 
nation, is difficult to define·, but its in ­
fluence on lil-eratu're is of quite as much 
importance as the other factors. 1t is 
de]wndent on them, and at tlw same tillle 
may rise above them. The moral atmo:-;­
phere, if it be noble, 1111tkes a g-reat writer 
gTeater. Onr writer maY lwcoill<' t 11 <' 
spokesman of his ag-P. an;! anoth<•r nw\' 
point ont l10"~ far his Hg<' is leaYing b<: ­
hind the ideals of' its ancestors , but both 
are. in a different W<l\·. influenced lJ,· 
national spirit. 'l'lH• ,;rrsence of this 
factor is pHtlv whv Australia though at 
lc•aRt as far r~mOY~d from En~land as is 
America in general comlitionR, has not 
departed RO far in sentiment and ideals. 
In conclusion. it is worth noting that 
familiarity with other European litera­
tmes has generally been a benefit to 
England, since the ideas of other nations 
haYe bt>en permanently expressed m 
English only after being filtered through 
our own sufficiently Yirile and indepell ­
dcnt t~'pe of mentalit~' , and our insular 
conservatism has been on the whole for 
our literary good, Rince England has re­
mained unaffected b~· many absurd Con­
tinental literary crazes. Many of the 
peculiar beauties, on which oth~r nations 
have prided themselYes, find counter­
parts inclnclecl in Eng-Lish literattn'P., 
1houg-h if of anY Yalne t h ev are never 
simply imitative_:_the r~1shin.g splendour 
of' Hngo 's, the exquisite simplicit~· of the 
Uel'llum li'eder_, Virg-il 's polished phrase, 
t hp g-nrve Ttalian melocl_v. and in prose 
and Yerse alike , much of the celebratetl 
"esprit Gaulois. " 'l'he faults of our litera­
ture are of om· own making, resulting 
from a natmal love of rich varietv and 
an impatience of restraint, often 'at the 
expense of mere neatness, sometim~>s 
nen of good ta::;te . But who will say that 
our compensations are not ample J 
-:\L R. FOGGON. 








l As a Family En~ertainer, the Handsome " Columbia " Grafonolat is a favourite of all home folks, young or old. It proYides beautifult
. 
! music and brings a new pleasure to eYery member of the household. 
! 
In your home, too, it is :surely needed.t 
' i lt will supply :·ou wit!J the nt'Wt'st Dance l\1usic played by the 




'l'he very latest Bong Hits, t he ClHtnning Old Ballads, so sweetly 
sung. 'l'he latest in opera. 
! 
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Concerning Ideals. 
In the whole of our conscious life ideals 
ar:d experience are closely interwoven. 
H the processes of life are to continue 
"·e must accept the reality of an outer or 
c;bjrctivc world, and ·for the same reason 
we accept the truth of the spiritual order 
-we find onn;elves so com;tituted that 
we demand its validity. Art, religion, 
and literatnt·r are depemlrnt on viioiionioi 
of lwaut_,. and of goodn<•ss- tltrse arc the 
Yalnes \d1ieh rrall~- count, thrr are the 
:-.ignificant facts in man's lifr. 'l'he for­
mation of ideals is a primary condition of 
general progress for humanity, as well as 
the attainment of individual personality. 
By ''ideals," we mean. not the fruits of 
fantastic imagination, but the rccogni 
tion of the inherrnt value:-: in thing-s and 
actions. These Yalucs may not be ob­
Yious, hut they arr thr dewloping point. 
They sho\Y the vital g-erm and the direc­
tion along which future progress will be 
made. 'l'o set up ideals without the con­
viction that they are the true values 
present in the concretr if: ''to pay our­
selves with words." These valurs are in­
terpreted in varions ways, according to 
the temperament of each individual. To 
the more practical, t h c stndrn t of the 
concrete, an ideal of logic may be tlh~ 
goal. with consistency and unity repl·r­
f..enting the chief values. Those of .a 
more mystical temperament are led to the 
st ndy of the Absolute, and the distrui'it 
of the finite, the actual. The former arc 
interested in the positiYC sciences, tlu• 
study of "what is," the latter find de­
light in the consideration of the ''ought 
to be," the norms of thought and action. 
The first built up what Professor H.oyc'' 
has called, the '' \Vorld of Drscription,'' 
the second the "Vvorld of Appreciation.·' 
The aim of science is an rxplanation 
of phenomena as forming· a coherent and 
eomplete unity. A scirntific explanation 
is alwayH snfficirnt. 'l'he whole content 
of our experience is reduced to order by 
means of the categories. Tn somr cases 
tllesr Jll'esent ideals, strrtching· bryond 
the content which experience can bring 
within them, and so in themselves, tran" 
scending the phenomenal world. y.,r e 
seek in vain for a substance, a Homething 
permanent which can be separated from 
that which changes. Causation, though 
it enables us to form a connrction be­
tween objects related as co-existent or as 
connected. by the relation of cause and 
dfect, leads us back indefinitely in th0 
search for a firHt cause, ::;omething mak­
ing no demands fot· an antecedent, and 
which tbercforr cannot be brought into 
the system of ioicientific explanatio11. 
~pace has no assignable boundaries, mvl 
Time no real beginning or end. 'l'he 
scientific explanation is consistent, and 
capable of indefinite elaboration, but it 
can never be completely ade<1uate. 'l'o 
know one thing thoroughly it is necesHar,v 
1,o know all that rxists. 'l'his system is 
the ·world of Necessity, binding- its parts 
Ly inexomble laws, and, in so far as man 
i:-. a nervous mechanism. an object in a 
world of objects, he also is bound by its 
laws. 'l'l1 e failure to explain the universe 
completely from a mechanical Htandpoint, 
baH bren regardrcl as onr of the points 
definitely establishrcl b_,. metaphysical 
theory. 
Professor Royce points out that we can 
describe only what wr havr first apprr­
ciated. and that therefon· "Ideals arc 
deeper than .Mechanif:lm." 'l'bis thought 
has persisted throughout thr course of 
philosophy. SocrateH, combating the 
Hceptism of the Sophists, urged the claims 
of moral conHtruction. I,ocke, Kant, anrl 
Fichte admit a knowledg-e of principleH 
which transcends the physical. Tn recent 
time-; Prof'essot· James ancl Professor 
ITnxle~· agree at least in that our moral 
constructions :-;tancl aboYe the mechani­
cal order, and even justif~· ns in passing­
criticism upon it. 
A:-; this moral consciousness rYoh-es, 
ideals brcome more complex until there 
is formulated a snmmmn hon um which 
fulfils all the demands of our nature. 
'l'be Hedonists serk to show this as iden­
tical with pleasm·r. and man's onl? motiYr 
the pursuit of pleasure. 'l'he Cyrenaic 
ideal was a Life of feeling, full and un­
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thinking; their aim was to catch the joy characteristic, and thr rrsnlt of sponta. 
of the fl~·ing- moment, heedless of all nrous nature. 
else, like Omar Khayyam, "to take the \Vhile our individual differences, then, 
cash and let the credit go.'' But such a must modify om· ideal the common, 
Jmrely sentient good cannot satisfy a be­ rational self secures the common ideal 
ing who is rational as well as sensual, and for all. Striving brings with it the sense 
we find the Hedonistic creed modified of failure, and this the perception of the 
until, with the Utilitarians, it becomes breach between the actual and the ideal. 
"the greatest good of the greatest num­ So long as this breach is recognised, du':y 
ber." 'fhe key-note to complete develop­ muRt remain the law of the moral con­
ment is "self-realisation," that is, an un­ !'>ciousness. T. H. Green says, ''Man is a 
folding- of the personality, '.vhich will being- in whom the principle of unity 
enable the individual to grasp the con­ which underlies the world, becomes con· 
i ent of the world and at the same time conscious of itself,'' and this implies thai 
to adj nst it in relation to himself. The the universe is in harmony with the good 
supreme ideal is Individuality-the ex­ thaf is sought. :r'hiR, however, carries ns 
pression of self as the result of all one's beyond a view of simple morality. 
own ideals. It is the acknowledged func­ The cultivation of the resthetic sens0 
tion of Education to foster this expre.:;­ also conveys us beyond our individuality. 
sion. Yet our schools are far from The appreciation of the Beautiful may h<> 
l Jtopian in this resnect. thry are too prone simply pleasure-seeking and subjective, 
to consider standardisation an achievr­ hut in the higher sphere of the abiding-, 
ment. An individual's contribntion to Beanty is really the harmony of system. 













I do not tarry long with those to whom I come, I like the 
gay and bright,-many would pay me priceless sums if they could 
but persuade me to stay but a little while longer-thougn I am 







tenement, 'tis then 
dramas in which I 
I am most deeply prized. Many are 
have been chief actor. Once upon a 
~ 
+ ~ ~ 
ti1ne I departed, leaving behind me no trace of my presence, but 
now, like my friend time, I am baffled, for though they cannot put 
the merry ripple of my laughter upon the sensitive sheet-the 
Poulsen Studios can reproduce my glory in a Perfect Portrait, I 
· which will remain long after I have departed. 
1 t =.=:~i:._·;; POULSEN STUDIOS18 QUEEN STREET. (Near Bridge), ~~ 
BRISBANE 
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always present, while the Beautiful is 
something apprehended or realised, and 
each stage seems complete. Yet ultimately 
the Beautiful and the Good must coincide 
for each satisfies the deepest demands of 
our nature. 
Among the many interpretations of 
Truth, Pragmatism presents us with an 
ideal of practical utility-tru~h is what 
works. For the pragmatist, the discovery 
that ideas serve us is their verification. 
This makes Truth a value, an end for 
knowledge, just as Beauty is an msthetic 
end and the Good a moral encl. Henri 
Bergson would give an entirely different 
definition of the True. According to him, 
it is by intuition that we see reality, 
whieh is the flux of things. The "ready­
made,'' the static, the complete, must 
never be substituted for the true, ever­
changing object, the "being-made." He 
contrasts what may be called scientific 
and philosophic knowledge. Intuition, 
exposed to the understanding, quickly 
becomes the fixed concepts which we 
wrongly consider to be the truth of ex­
istence. Our perceptions, then, are but 
the pebbles on the beach of the ocean 
of Reality and Truth. 
The faith involved in our ideal con­
structions receives explicit recognition 
rncl coherence in religion, which claims 
io include the One, the Good, the Beauti­
ful and the True. Religion involves 
reverence as the result of the apprehen­
sion of nltimafe valne. Tt is the firm 
;•ncl intnitive heliC'f thnt existence is right 
:mr1 is best: 
God's in His Heaven, 
All's right with the world." 
The valuable power of forming ideals 
may be abused. It must be remembered 
that an ideal is completely determined 
by the mere idea of it. It possesses no 
objective reality, but is a fact in our 
World of Appreciation. A thing can only 
approach the ideal and can never become 
eoincident with it. Consider the ideal of 
rhythm in music. 'l'he physical meam; 
which we must use can give but a rough 
approximation, and no performer who 
has ever lived could give one perfect 
rhythmic bar. The real is but the shadow 
of the ideal. 'l'he projecting of abstract 
ideas, and of ideals upon outside entities 
is a frailty of the human mind because it 
leads to confusion. Idealisation and 
anthropomorphism are results of the 
same tendency. 
· 'l'he great value of our ideals is that 
by their means we transcend the actual 
&.nd rise to higher planes of thouaht and 
therefore of action. The duty ~f those 
who live in closest contact with the ideal 
is to open the eyes of all to the hiaher 
forms in the lower. Every soul must s~nse 
the ideal. 'l'his world is the realm of Free­
dom, whe1:c man's ~evelopment is subject 
o_nly to ~us own wlll. :~.forality is essen­
tially pnvate, and concerns each as his 
own individual duty. \Ye cannot lessen 
each other's responsibility, but we may 
ease the task. Environment-social and 
moral-is of great consequence. The will 
may be s.timu.lated b? suggestion, and 
?nee movmg m the 1·ight dirrction, the 
JCleals are fnr townrds heing renlised. 
Tn.dercl, tl1e mind, like an Tnclinn jnggler. 
clnnbs the rope, tlir en,] of whirh it hns 
tl11·own into ihe hraHns. 
E.R. 
The Adventurer. 
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Student Benefactors. 
The day after the appearance of the 
last number of '' Galmahra,'' which con­
tained some suggestions about student 
gifts to the University, a graduate walker{ 
into the office with the first student bentl­
faction. This was promptly accepted, 
and in the University of Queensland, on 
the 13th August, 1925, a new fund wvs 
opened under the name ''Student Bene­
factions Account.'' Since then gifts have 
been received from four more graduates 
;md undergraduates, and 1he fund stand;; 
at £10/18/-. With this, it is not too much 
to say that the basis for a tradition of 
benefactions from students to their Alnn 
Mater h11s been established in our Univel'­
sity. Whether th0 tradition should die 
in infancv or continue for all time with 
the life of the University is for g-raduates 
and undergraduates to decide. 
Only one benefactor so far has nroro~­
Pd a definite use for his gift. He is will­
ine- to give two !!Uineas annually to pro­
vide the subscription to a scientific 
periodical. 
The graduate who has the honour of 
offering the first student br>nefaction was 
J1ilrticuhtdv impresRed wi.th the wisdom 
of establishing carital funds, only thE' 
interest on whil'h should ever be useil. 
Rhe fmgg-ested that a r~ibrar:v Canital 
Fnnd might be raised at once from 
graduates' donations: the interest on 
Ray even £100 conld then be allotted an­
nnallv to each of tl1e Faculties in turn, 
for the purchase of books (which would 
otherwise NOT be bought) in some depart­
ment or denartments of that Faculty. 
ITn no case, of course, should benefactions 
be used for ordinary 11nrchases, or for 
working expenses.) The suggestion, 
which appealecl most to another student 
was the nurchase of statuary: it was 
1honght, for instance, that enough past 
;tnd present members of the Faculty of 
Arts might contribute to nnrchase thP 
lJaocoon group as their first Faculty g·ift. 
HrYond tl1is noint, however, nothinl! 
definite has been suggested, so far as I 
know, but those who have already given 
would like, it seems, to have the opinions 
vf the main body of graduates and under­
graduates, and then be prepared to fall 
in with any scheme which might be 
agreed upon. 
It is very desirable that some number 
of students should agree as soon as pos­
sible on a plan which they would all 
support. The individual gift, of course, 
may sometimes be large· enough to cover 
a particular purpose, but it is of the 
essence of the scheme to encourage, to 
make possible, in fact, "fractional giv­
ing,'' and that requires co-operative or 
corporate action on the part of the prc­
bent s_tudents. In a note accompanying 
her gift, a graduate expressed the con­
Yiction that a circular letter containing 
suggestions for gifts would meet with a 
1·eady response from graduates; and in 
general, al] the criticism one has heard 
personally from students has been in 
favour of the scheme. Meanwhile it if; 
understood that the Univelrsity dannot 
legally receive moneys without receiving 
at the same time exact stipulations fo;:­
their disposal or administration-anoth~r 
11rgent reason this for co-ordinating effort. 
r.nd establishing some lines of policy be 
fore the. end of the year. 
1\fay I be allowed to conclude with some 
suggestions for such a policy: 
1. That representative student and 
graduate bodies should formally express 
approYal of the scheme, and request th·~ 
Senate to accept all gifts received under 
it. 
2. That the Book of the Student Ben0­
factors be begun immediately with, it ma.~· 
be, a single full size sheet of parchment 
ruled for the autograph entries o£ 
students' names, faculty and nature 
of gift. The book itself should 
be capable of indefinite expansion; in its 
initial form and si?-e it might well be 
one of the first gifts to come from 
students. · 
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3. That a limited number of objectives 4. That prospective graduands (omen 
should be agreed upon for students' con­ di bene vertant !) might already discuss 
tributions, without thereby preventing possibilities of concerted action which 
the individual from allotting· his or her will keep eternally green the memory of 
gift to any other purpose. "graduates of 1925"! F.W.R. 
--**-­
A Letter of Commendation. 
To the Editor, "Galmahra," 
University of Queensland. 
Dear Sir,­
I have read with much interest the 
article by F.W.R. on 'l'he Book of Stu­
dent Benefactors, in the August number 
d your Magazine. One can look forward 
to a time when the students of the future 
lTniversity will be proud to sign their 
names in the Book of Student Benfac­
tors, and I hope it will not be long before 
we see the ''Book" an accomplished fact . 
Far from being ''visionary,'' as the 
writer suggests it may be, the sugges­
tion appears to me to be one which is not 
only possible of realisation, but which 
may prove of immense value, morally as 
well as financially, to onr University in 
years to come. · 
The primary difficulty of the cost of 
collecting any fund which is subscribed 
in small amounts is in this case non­
existent, as the University Office, with 
its ever-courteous officers, will always 
be with us and ready to do its part in the 
receiving of donations. And, though 
'-mall to begin with, it i:,; surprising how 
such amounts would accumulate year 
11fteJ' year. I am rrminded of a fund 
which exists at one of on!" sistrr Univer­
sities. Four years ago it wns decided to 
:·etain the modest sum nf one shillincr 
from each subscription to a certai~ 
graduate association towards a proposecl 
Scholarship fund. The amount is not to 
be touched until it reaches the sum •)f 
£500. The first year the amount accumu­
lated was £4, the next £1::), the third over 
£50; I have not heard the result of 
the present year. Once such a fund was 
established, all sorts of tiny amounts 
from time to time thr amount literally 
grows by leaps and bonnds. 
During my recent visit to America I 
came acros<> yet another method of en­
dowing a University, which may be of 
interest to your readers. \V c all know of 
IIarvard, of its fine academic standing, 
and of its wealth. Tt may not b(;l gener­
ally known, however, that a large sum 
of money is raised each :vear by gradn­
ates of "twrnty years ap:o." Twenty 
years after graduation it is assumed thnt 
a man has made his mark or other'wise. 
r.nd tl1at his finanrial ~tatus is fai1·lv 
fixed. This is the time whPn he is asketl 
to contribntr of his wr~lth or povertv 
to his old University. ~nd when T tell you 
that tl1e 1923-4 clonntion'> from g-raduates 
amounterl to $60.000 (£12.000) you will 
realise that this is a Wil\' of raising no 
mean sum of money each :vear. 
Our University iR not yet in a position 
of having graduates of twenty yenrs' 
standing, rxcept thosr ad enndam 
eradum, but the Uarvarcl nractice might 
he well wort.hv of imitation at r.;omr later 
stage of our histor:v. 
Tn the meantimr, we havr a nrac1 ical 
snggrstion heforc ns. T am told tlt f~t 
already some "benefactions" have been 
forwarded in res]1onse to F.W.R. 's 
nppeal. May the list of student benefac­
tors grow rapidly. It matters little to 
which of many fine purposes th e funds 
so subscribed may be devoted in the 
future: it matters much that here beforr 
ns is a method of giving which should 
mean great things in the future for the 
young Alma Mater to whom we already 
owe so much. 
YonrR truly, 
were paid to its credit, and with interest FREDA BAGE. 
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Scheme Taken Up by Union. 
At a special meeting of the (;ouncil of 
the Univen;ity of the Qneem;land Union 
held on Beptember 28, the following re­
:-:;olutions were adopted:­
(1) 'l'hat the Univer:-:;ity of (~ueensland 
l ' nion desires to establi:;h a scheme which 
will render it easy for students and 
gra<lnates to make benefactions, of large 
or small amount, to their Uni\'E'rsit.y. 
(2) 'l'hat in the opinion of the LJnion 
( ouncil, a Hcheme for encomaging Stu­
dent Benefactions, to be given at gradu­
ation or at any other time, would receive 
the increasing active support of the boLh 
of students. · 
(3) 'l'hat in order to make the scheme 
immediately effective, the Union recom_-. 
mends a number of definite objectives 
(to be determined on as hereinafter set· 
out), for which stndents and graduates 
a~·e invited to contribute, without preju­
dJCe. however, to other objectives whieh 
may appeal to individual :-;tudents. 
(4) 'l'hat the Union dc:-;ires, as an 
es:;ential part of the schrme, to rrive io 
the llniYer::;ity a book, to be kn~wn as 
"'l'he Book of Btudeut Benefactors " 
"·herein should be written, by studen'ts 
them::;elves, their names and faculty. :tJHl 
the nature and the amount of their gifts. 
(3) That the Book of Student Bene­
~act?r~-> should be kept in a public place; 
for mstance, the University Library and 
should also be displayed in the a~nual 
c~remouy of Commemoration or Confer­
rmg of Degrees. 
(_6) T_hat every object acquired by the 
lJmvers1ty through the benefactions of 
Telephone Central 2772 
R. P. RHEUBEN. 
(Late T.G.S.) L.D.Q., 
DENTAL SURGEON 
T. & G. BUILDING, 
Queen Street, Brisbane. 
~>tudents should be marked (in a brief 
:-;tandarcl formula) with the names or 
collective description of the donors (to­
gether with the date of the gifts, e.g., 
''Graduate:; in Engineering, 1925. '' 
(7) 'l'hat a :;ub-committee be appointed 
annually to con:;ider and submit to the 
lTnion Council from time to time, a num­
ber of rlefinite objectives for Student 
llene[action:;, in the term:; of Resolution 
1'\o. 3. 
(8) 'l'hat a letter embodying the fore­
going resolutions :;hould be sent to the 
University Senate, a:;king 
(a) For the Senate's formal appro­
val of the scheme. 
(b) 'l'hat the e:;tablishment of a 
temporary University Fund should 
be approved, to be known as the 
:' Btudent Benefactions' AIc,'' 
mto which all benefactions re­
ceived from students may be paid 
until such time a:; they decide o~ 
the particular purpose of their 
gifts. or nntil the amounts re­
quired for any particular purpose 
is reached. 
'l'he Council decided that the sub­
committee should comprise two members 
of the Universit)' teaching staff, two 
men graduates, two women graduates, 
and three undergraduates, with power to 
[!del. 
A~ the conclusion of the meeting the 
President of the Council (Mr. 0. F. An­
clerson) thanked Dr. F. W. Robinson the 
prime mover of the scheme and M1: H 
J. Sparks for the assistance' afforded. th~ 
Union. 
Mr. LEONARD FRANCIS 
VOICE CULTIVATION & SIN GING . 
One Subject Only. 
One Subject Thoroughly. 
Treasury Chambers, George Street. 
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University Education. 
In the presidential address to the 
Queensland Branch of the Australian 
Chemical Institute this year, it wa::; 
pointed out that the most characteristic 
tendency in modern life is the capacity 
for rapid change in om ideas. In our 
'iearch for truth it must have elastic yet 
balanced minds. ~ow, genius is always 
in advance of its age, and that is perhaps 
<ll10ther way of saying that people are 
too conservative. No better exemplifica­
tion of these facts is to be found than the 
history of our attempt::; to solve the 
multitude of sociological problems which 
confront us. Never in the historv of the 
world were the nations more in"need of 
active leaders of thought than they are 
to-day. vVe need men who are educated. 
far-sighted, sympathetic, and able to go 
out among the people to educate and to 
guide them. 




men speak in public, we find that they 
have poor delivery and apparently no 
message. Probably at the same meeting 
a man will speak who has had little or no 
systematic education, but who by sheer 
ability has risen from the humblest posi­
tions in life. He ha~; a message, good de­
liYery, good English, and a voice with 
which to carry his message. What is the 
cause of the difference between these 
two speaker:;? 
One of the main cau::;es is that a great 
many students come to the University 
and do a course in which they have at 
best only a supe~·ficial interest. At the 
end of such a course tl1ey have a desire 
to forsake study of all descriptions for 
:,;port, or some other l10bby, pursuits 
which, though not to be deprecated, 
should not absorh all activities. There 
iH a cultural ~;icle of life also , and edn­
cated men should remember that they 
You then have a basis for comparisons 
-they'll be favourable to Queensland. 
Mountains and Rivers 
Bayside and Seaside 
They eaU in ENDLESS VARIETY OF SCENERY AND ENJOYMENT. 
Moun tain Exploring, Fishing, Surfing, Boating. 
llefot·e making your Choice for SUl\IMER HOLIDAYS of Queensland's 
many Sple ndid HEALTH AND PLEASlJRE RESORTS, 
Get full information of rail and car COJrununicat.ions, fares, booklets, 
accommodation, guides, etc., peJJSonally or by letter or 'phone from 
Queensland Government Tourist Bureau 
'Phone Centra.! 1882. Corner Alu1 and Edwa,rd St1•eets, Brisbane. 
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carry a commis::;ion to guide their less 
fortunate brethren. 
It is a well-known fact in the Univer­
sity that not infrequently Arts students 
arc interested in tlcicncc, and t:lcience 
~tndenb; in Arts. Arts people are only 
too glad to learn the wonders of atoms, 
or the theory of organic evolution, of the 
mec h ani~;n1 of Jife and reprocl uction, of. 
the tale told hy the rocks, and of the 
m.vstcrics rcYealcd by mathematical phy­
sics. t:lcientists have a clesire to study 
pli ilosopliy and literature; they wish to 
~:;·uide their thought and to learn to put 
those thoughts into words. It has been 
~-,uggested that the University Union-or 
cl Society-might run a series of lunch­
ILom· lectures, · at which the staff-and 
mnybe some senior students- would con­
tribute lectures on the respectiYe 
branches of knowledge. 
Another difficulty in Fnin•rsity edu­
cation is that there is too much pas::;iYc, 
unthinking absorption from lecture;>; 
more encouragement should be given to 
~tudents to read in their own and allied 
:mbjects. 'fhey should be helped to do a 
little research, and per medium of a 
seminar give short papers on the pro­
blems of their subjects. 'l'he libraries of 
the University require more of the latest 
books to encourage student::; to read and 
to help them in their ::;tmly. 
The aim of Uni\·ersit.v education is not 
only to specialise the student in a pal'­
1icnlar :-~ubjcct, but to guide him in his 
thinking, give him things to think about, 
ancl encourage him to read, do research, 
nncl to carry lii:-~ education and culture 
on to the mas:-~e:-~. University work is not 
an end in itself, but it is, or should be, 
the germ and the stimulus which enables 
its students to continue their education 
for themselves in after life. '"!'hose who 
work for this,'' says Matthew Arnold, 
''are the sovereign educators.'' 
Finally, let us remember the words of 
,J. K ~1ill at the inaugural address before 
t:lt. .Andre,v's University: "\VhateYer· 
helps to shape the human being, to make 
the human being what l1e is, or hinder 
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Sartor ad Libitum. 
The heaclma:>tcr of Eton has been 
forced to take cogni:>ance of the '' Oxford 
bags.'' lie clecreecl that if any trousers 
worn by boy'i 'ihould exceed twenty 
inches in width at the bottom they would 
have to bP returned to the tailor for 
alteration. A contributor to "U. K. 's 
\Veekly " (London) is "all in fayour" of 
the wide trouser~. lle begin:-; with the 
hue:­
'"1 like the colour; that delicate fa\\'ll 
shade is far more fetching than the old 
i<:ilatternly gray. I like abo those hnc ca~y 
lines, that generous opulence of limp 
material. ~urely it behts a :>eafaring 
race that even its dudet:> ~hould look like 
sailors. But above all, I like the name. 
For these Oxford trousers are really 
Oxonian. 'l'hcy aptly exprc~s the lax 
elegance of life a:-; 11vcd in the more 
leisurely and ancient of our t"·o Univcr­
sitie:-;. Never, one feels, could they have 
been called 'Cambridge trouser:-;.' Philo­
sophical, dreaming, capricious, they be­
long by right to a group of men removed 
bv riche:> from the need or bv lack of 
tl:aining from the abilit v' to c<~nt a live­
lihood. by working for 'it. l lncultureJ, 
strenuous people, of course, can and DO 
wear them; ln~t the rash act Liring~ a 
swift retribution in its train. l.;ikc e\·en­
ing drcs:>, these trousers may be said to 
be an acid test of gentility. And. so it 
comes about that a Brixton man _:n 
Oxford trousers invites almost as much 
ridicule as an Oxford man in Brixton 
trousers; which is saying a great deal. 
'• 'l'o write with propriety of Oxford 
trousers one really needs the Oxford 
manner. Now the Oxford manner of 
writing about anything is fairly well 
kr.own; one might almost say, is begin­
ning to be found out. One stal"ts by say­
ing that it is absolutely necessary to 
prevent confusion of thought by attempt~ 
ing some sort of definition, however ten­
tative, of one's subject. 'l'he next step is 
to mention the definitions of one or two 
other writers and to point out how ntterl~· 
useless they all are. 'l'he author ti~<•Jt 
says that he won't attempt any soet of a 
definition after all, but that he will 
'safely hazard' something which is per­
fectly obYious already. This clone, 'we 
arc now,' l1c tells the bewildered reader, 
'on fairly Jinn ground.' 
Unhappily no one so fat· has at­
tempted to define an Oxford. trou~;er. I 
must wait until one whole~o;alc tailor sue~-; 
another in our Law Court~-;. Then defini­
tions will fairly fly around. 'In purported 
performance of tltc• said contract,' the 
llcat pleading will run, 'the defendants 
on or about the blank day of blank d -3­
livercd a thou~;and pair:-; of trousers or 
thereabouts to the plaintiff; yet the said 
trousers did not (nor did any thereof) 
conform with the said sample in that the 
same were not (nor were any of the same 
nm· either or an.v of the same) Oxford at 
alL' \Vhcreon is~ue will, as mmal, be 
joined. The trial " ·i ll not have proceeded 
far when tltc Judge will make the long­
expected inquiry: '1What ARE Oxford 
trousers~· And there will be laughter 
in Court. 'l'he Counsel will explain in 
that pithy way of their:-;. 'My Imd,' they 
" ·ill say, 'the.\' arc a species of bifurcated 
garments of unusual Yolumino:-;itv occa­
sionally wom by pe1·sons allegeci to be 
tllalC'. ' Ami then there will be more 
Jan~dttrr. _, \ncl the cwning paper~-; will be 
full of it. And how Yery dreadful it is all 
going to be." 
The writer has a "theory" constructed 
on the basis of the most up-to-date of 
modern principles: 
'' Otto Vveininger once pointed out that 
in a happy marriage the masculine ele­
ments in a woman and the feminine ele­
ments in a man so conjoined as to make 
one perfect male and one perfect female 
between the two of them. He expressed 
the idea, I remember, in a formula that 
went something like this:­
M- I + W + I = M+ W. 
May not the same formula apply as 
much to their clothes as to their charac­
ters. l\fa;y it not also be true that the 
perfectl~· clressed man and ·woman em­
plo.v l·t us sa~· X yard-; of material to 
covet· theit· nether limbs, and tltat th~ 
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more she takes off the more he must put 
on and vice versa¥ Thu~ if W wears 
~ + 1, M makes shift with ~- - I ; 
whereas if, a~ more often happens now­
aday~, W ha~ only ~ - 9, M mn:,t 
flop about with ~ + 9. It may. ln­
dee<l, r cleehtl'(' that it is. ~ome glimpse 
of this tmt h is rr\·ectlrd in the rxprrssion 
'Plu~ Fours.' Mrn no. ~:oonr1· took to 
wearing thrm 11wn thrir wives acloptrd 
what might not incom•pnirntly be <le­
scribed as 'Minus }<~ours,' o1·, to l'CVC'rt 
1o the formula oncr more: 
M + W = M + 4 + W - 4­
How else can one explain the simul­
taneou~ appearance in the early day:; of 
Victoria of the short, tight trouser on the 
one band, and the voluminous crinoline 
on the other? Regarded in this way, how 
simplr, how inrvitablr, i~ the appeamncr: 
of the Oxford tt·onsrt· ol' to-day! 'l'bere 
T. mnst leave my tltroJ·y. The reader <'Hll 
think out othe1· rxamples fo1· l1imself. IJ1 
thin king them out, ho\\'rYeJ·, hr shoul<L 
remember that the theory is · my property 
and not his, and be Yrry careful to do it 
no unnecessary damage.'' 
NATlJ'RE'S l\lUSIC. 
Far tenderer than the note by Orpheus 
struck, 
Which moved fierce Pinto's heart in days 
long go~e. 
[s that which now upon my pensive ear 
Is falling. Not by human skill could sound 
So peaceful, kind, caressing, be expresf. 
And yet a note of warning may be heard 
[n that sweet sound, which, stealing from 
the vale, 
My eager senses doth exalt and raise, 
From earthly cares-warning that, tho' so 
mild 
And sweet is Nature, yet the fiercest strife 
From that same breast may emanate and 
quell 
All that she now hath reared and cherished 
so. 
Her work is not yet perfect, and to erase 
The feeble product of an unskilled bard 
Is yet her alm. Perfection once achieved, 
A 11 that is not perfection must depart. 
Till then the most imperfect must give way; 
Yet kfnd is she to us, her creatures frail. 
She knows our failings, and with mother's 
hand, 
She strives to aid us. Could we aid ourselves 
An would be well: her goal would be 
achieved. 
But blindly do we seek her guiding hand. 
Yet when 'tis near us, turn aside and grope 
Apart from it. Nor recognise her voice 
Ca111ng, beseeching us to follow free, 
To ope our eyes and see the glorious way 
vVhich she in all her bounty hath prepared 
For these, her sons, who first awake and 
cry, 
"Behold, my mother! How I worship thee!" 
LEMLARA. 
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Marcus Brown. 
A Short Story. 
Chapter I. 
Marcus Brown wa:;, when thi:; :;tory 
openr;, the ten-year:;-old son of a mliway 
guard, who was satisfied to be called 
J oe, and one naturally concluded that it 
was Mrs. Brown who had the fir:;t alHl 
last word in naming her only child. As 
for :Marcus, he cared not t.\YO :;traw:; 
whether ''Marcus" would haYe been 
more suited to a Brutm; than to a Brown ; 
he didn't know Romeo or J uliet, but he 
would have agreed with the fair young 
Capulet that there was nothing much in 
a name. One thing he did care for, how­
ever, war; a piece of red flag which his 
father g·ave to him on a glorious seventlt 
birthday, and which on the five follow­
ing anniversarie~-; still held pride of place 
among the few treasured objects which 
bs proud parents had found the means 
to purchase for him. ·why red shonlii 
have a peculiar fascination for this 
straight-limbed young Australian didn't 
puzzle Joe, while Mrs. Brown, if she ha<l 
thought about the matter , would have 
simply put it down to Marcus 's aversion 
I o green. Between J oe 's stolidity-Karl 
l\farx failed to rouse him- and Mrs. 
Brown 's dislike for involved reasoning, 
the boy ,of No. 10, Camp Street, Batten­
town, had little intellectual trouble. He 
never asked himself why he liked a red 
flag, the red tongue of a dog, or the red 
lettering on Harrison the baker's cart, 
,iust afl he never asked himself why he 
preferred the sticky white cream in a 
chocolate ball to the beautiful black of 
a licorice stick, bnt th e fact remained 
that the boy would have followed a red 
rag as if drawn by a magnet, feeling in 
his heart something of the spirit which 
led the flailors of England in the Eliza. 
bdhan .Age to answer the gTeat call of 
the \¥est and El Dorados. To him the bit 
of bunting he possessed was a sy~bol of 
power; cleYerly used, it could dislocate 
the traffic of the world and bring im­
meaflurable flatisfaction to the King of 
Campbell Street, and Marcus had dreams 
after the Channing Hoad incident, of hold­
ing up foreyer all the train;,> on the Great 
Western Line by tying Jhi:,; flag acro:,;s the 
entrance of the W Cl:itbrook tunnel. The 
Channing l{oad incident wa:; the outcome 
of a :;cheme over which Marcu:; had lost 
many hour:; of hi:; usually re:;tless :;leep. 
He had even talked about it to the podgy 
piebald puppy which he had re:;cued from 
a drain in front of Morgan':; place, and 
this confidence in a puppy could be re­
garded as a sign that the plan form~lat­
ing in his brain and ass.umed proporti.ons 
too massive to be contamed by one rnmd. 
One busy morning the train was laid, the 
mine was fired. On the previous Satur­
day the tramway gang which had been 
rdaying the Channing Road track took 
up its wheel-barrows, its tools, and the 
l'ed fiaas of danger, and as silently as0 . 
one would expect of a hundred navvies 
or Longfellows' .Arabs, had stolen round 
the corner, leaving the carts, cars, and 
lorries which passed in two streams with 
opposite destinations, to take their accus­
tomed course. But early on the Monday 
morning, soon after J oe had left home 
to take the 7.10 down to Colebridge, 
Marcus slipped from out the garden gate, 
and wheeled the · family barrow helter­
skelter down Campbell street the length 
of the block; then with a sharp turn 
which nearly resulted in a collision with 
Jimmy 'l'yler' s scooter and the decapita­
tion of Jessie 'l'yler's doll, he was into 
Channing Road. It was necessary to act 
quickly. The first of the market gar­
deners' vans on their way to the City 
already was in sight, but the outward 
traffic, except for an occasional tram-car, 
had not yet begun. \¥hen Jimmy Tyler 
had passed out of ·sight, scooting to the 
butcher's for a pound of chops, Marcus 
quickly wheeled his barrow almost to the 
centre of the road, a yard from the single 
(rack, where the mark:; of the gang's 
operations remained, and tied his precious 
J(iccc of red flag to one of the J1andles. 
'l'hcn, face ilusbecl and eye:; wide open 
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with the ecstatic joy of a great adven­
ture, he sauntered to the pavement, and 
like a true soldier of fortune never look­
ed back once as he made for home, 
breakfast, and Mrs. Brown's adjuration 
on the aclYantages of cleanliness and god­
lines~. Curry and rice, with the accent 
on the curry, wa~ the favourite dish of 
Brown Junior, but that morning with the 
growing clatter of cart~ and the quicker 
rumble of motor lorries in the adjacent 
street, Marcu,; had little thongllt of fooll 
in the inward contemplation of the 
twisting and tuming of a thou'land 
Yehicle,; near hi'l barrow. Not for 
nothing had he 1-itopped to listen to the 
0aths of the driYers last week when the 
working gang had left them little room 
in which to pas~;; already he heard their 
furiou'i remarks- and he longed to be 
back near the scene of turmoil. His 
mothe1· was impressed h~' his eag-erness 
to be off to ,-;chool, and when his lunclt 
liad been crammed into his satchel of 
books, her admiring e~· e~ watched him 
as far as the street comer. 1\1arCllS had 
neYer wagged before, but to-day wa~ th•' 
da~r of days-der 'l'ag in ten years of 
crowded life-and so when well out of 
sight of No. 10 he clo11hle<l b11ck along­
~,uburban ways ~rh ich h(• kni•w with the 
completeness of a grocer's roundsman , 
until he came to a Yacml1 allotmen1 
fronting C'l1anning- Road, and on whiell 
grew a giant weeping fig. Tn ten seconds 
he was secreted in the leafy darkness 
of its fondling fingers, his satchel tied 
to a limb, and his small grey eyes peering 
through an aperture of changing shape 
in its foliage. The Yiew of the barrow 
was not a good one, but Marcus could 
see enough to delight the heart of the 
g-reatest lover of chaos. His vet·y fin;t 
glance revealed the result of an effort 
by two motor-van drivers to pass each 
o1her on the wider of the t:wo narrow 
strips of road near the red flag which 
flapped exultantly from the barrow 
handle. 'l'he front wheels on the driver's 
side of each Yehicle had become locked, 
and the drivers, onl~· separated by the 
lengtl1s of their engines. were endeav­
(\Ul'ing with oaths and ~nnlike gesticn­
tion rather to indict each other of 
picturesquely described negligence than 
to withdraw their vans from an amorous 
embrace. Marcus chuckled and pushed 
back the leaves which the wind blew 
too thickly across his line of vision. Be­
hind him half-a-dozen sparrows quar­
relled vigorously, but their feathery 
animosities dicl not clistmb the tranquil­
ity which had entered the soul of Marcus. 
1\either did the searching clang of the 
first bell, ringing from the turret of 
Batten town's large:-;t primary school, 
engender any qualms in his mind. Down 
the road a long line oE vehicles-carts, 
:-;ulkies, motor cars, lorries, and 'buses­
had drawn up behind the vans, the 
drivers of which, with feelings intensified 
by the fact that they were the employees 
of rival firms, finally got down from 
their seats to settle their arguments on 
the pavement. The Marquis of Queens­
berry's regulations gave way before the 
less exacting rules of O'Rafferty, an(] 
urged on alike by the yells of derisive 
encouragement, and the cries of abuse 
from the opposing traffic columns, the 
men fought and bled, ancl smashed each 
other in a magnificent all-in bout. Anrl 
the red flag and the supporting bal'l'ow, 
nnmoYed, proYed to all tl1e mig-hty power 
of' these humble instnunents ol" the slreeL 
labonn•r. Any other boy but l\1arcu::; 
could not haYe resisted the temptation 
to join the tl1rong which had g·athercd 
about the combatants, but young Brown, 
the son of Joe Brown, knew a good posi­
tion when he had one. He could not 
have seen over the heads of the specta­
tors if he had taken to the ground, 
whereas in his tree he had a bird's eye 
Yiew of the fight, and glowing with 
satisfaction, he gripped more tightly the 
limhs of the tree in which he half re­
clined, and followed with straining eyes 
each manceuvre on the battlefield below. 
The driver of Gregory's Suburban Par­
eels' Delivery Yan was on a tair way to 
Yictory, when Constable ( Moloney, tbe 
11ride of Killarney and the terror of 
C'hanning Road, C'ampbell Street, and 
other of the elite thoroughfares of 
Rattentown 's bnsiest subnrb, hearing· a 
clamonr, raced round the co1·ner from 
Dewe~' 's Parade, and headed with most 
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commendable Rpeed for the scene of 
action. ''Molonry!''- the word passed 
through the crowd , and in an in:;;t"'nt 
the ;;cattering of the onlookers made the 
fighters realise that something was 
amiss. Gregory's man, having placed his 
opponent at a disadvantage by bunging 
botJ1 of his eyes, was the first to see the 
approaching danger. In a fla:;;h he broke 
from a half-hearted clinch, and, having 
grabbed a spanner from his tool-box, he 
dived nnder his van to tighten a bolt, 
wJJicJ1 frantic search failed to find. His 
antagonist, almost blind, spaned feebly 
at the place where he shonld have bcrn, 
until the great arms of Malone~r gTir;-rwcl 
him. 
''Well, now, me bonn~' bhoy, what's 
this little game?" 
The battered one refused to accept 
defeat. He struggled, his i'mrviving teeth 
hindering- the accompanying vocal rx­
crcisr. "T1et go," l1r ~relied. 
'l'l1e cry reached 1l1e cars of Marcns, 
•• e I I I . . . .................. . ..................•l ••l•..••l ••l •• l ••l ••• ••• ••....••l ••l•+..
and for the first time in this highway 
comedy the boy felt uneasy. He loved to 
i eel that all things were free, and now 
he hated to see a man ~trnggling in a 
grasp which he could not break. Hadn't 
the flag done enough damage, lie asked 
himself-but the necessity for 
was postponed. 
Moloney, sizing np thr 
quickly drcidcd that it was 





hurled his prisoner on to lllt> seat of his 
Yan. and lwYing ordered Gr•~gory 's man 
back to his place, a few moments saw the 
vehicles drawn damaged, but not nnman­
ageable, from their embraee. Then tak­
ing his place brsi.-le tJ,c lwrrow and the 
flag- the unchallenged inc11cn1 c•rs of the 
11ower of a g-as company, or a WHter 
board, or a tramway tn: •. t. or some other 
authority to tear up the roaclwa~'--the 
constable had the traffic moving in 
alternate sections past tlH' clanger point. 
But, sitting in their vans, onl of l1ann';..; 
....................... "l •+•• ••l •........ ......... ........................,................... 
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way, were the amateur, pugilists, waiting, 
sore and disconsolate, until the time when 
Constable Moloney should have pleasure 
in interviewing them. Marcus's heart 
went out to them. "Bust that barrow,'' 
he said, but he almost forgot his bene­
volence in the exquisite joy of watching 
the policeman upholding the authority 
of the red flag against all corners. ·when 
order was quite reduced Moloney took 
the names of the detained men and let 
them go, and Marcus felt contented 
enough to munch his lunch, and to 
stretch his limbs before settling down for 
the next episode. However, there is a 
Providence which seems to limit the en­
joyment of a good thing, and so it was 
that the next episode brought a sudden 
end to Marcus 's escapade. Probably 
C'hanning Road would have been the 
scene of further traffic blocks when 
Constable Moloney went about his other 
business if C'harlie Talty, the fiery­
headed driver of a brewery five-tons 
lorry, after having squeezed past the red 
flag three times that one morning, had 
not decided to have a "go at the damn 
thing." The result was that the barrow 
0f .Joe Brown was rendered entirely use­
less-the wreck which Charlie pulled 
to the side of the road before he thun­
dered on his way might have been any­
thing but the conveyer of No. lO's wood 
and garden refuse. Yet the red flag­
fluttered on bravely, and in the mind of 
Marcus, when at dusk that night he re­
trieved it from the barrow handle, it;:; 
nower was the mightier because for six 
hours it had dnped and defie<l a thou­
sand citizens of Battentown. "Ancl it 
might have been therC' now. only for that 
mad lorry clriver-bm;t him." thought 
the boy as he trotted home with the reel 
rag tucked inside his shirt. 
CITAPTillR TT. 
'l'here probably would haYC' been no 
need for this second chapter· in thr lifo> 
d Marcus Brown if it had not bern for 
that glorions Monday morning. To it 
11lonr could be ascribed the dPYelopment 
of the unreaRona ble devotion to the red 
flag which was one day to overwhelm 
him. Just as the drink habit sometimes 
seizes on a man till his craving becomes 
a disease, just as a lesson, good or bad, 
](·arnt in the most impressionable period 
of childhood, may colour the whole con­
duct of a man throughout the rest of his 
life, so the success of young Brown's 
plot led him to a blinder appreciation of 
the mysterious power with which Man 
has invested a piece of red cloth-led 
l1im on until the disaster of the great 
western shearing strike. 
When he left school Marcuf: amazed 
his father by refusing to follow his pro­
fession ; instead he became a grocer's 
boy, only tto find that occupation too 
monotonous for one of hif:l adventuron.;: 
spirit. There was little surprise in the 
Brown. household, then, when Marcus 
made his second great decision-to seek 
his fortune as a rouseabout in the West. 
He knew a man who knew a man who 
was good with the overseer of a big 
station, and if Marcus took up his .swag 
in earnest, he could get a job at shearing 
time, which job would probably lead to 
further jobs. So young Brown packed 
his ''swag,'' a dilapidated portmanteau. 
and at the very bottom it lay on old red 
flag. December of that year saw him 
working at his first shed, and on Christ­
mas Eve he drew his first money ~s an 
C'mployee of the 'Braybroolc Pastoral 
Company. Then on thP second clay of 
the new year the shearers' strike, which 
had been threatening for some time, ow­
ing to the refUf:al of the Arbitration 
C'ourt to grant an increaRe in ra tr~. 
broke over thC' big shrep properties in 
the '\Vrst. Thr ownC'rs werC' adaman~ 
nlthongh the hold-np of shearing· opera­
tions throughout the country ref:lnlted in 
enormous losRes: the men were just a;; 
determined, and in several plftces their 
determination lC'd thC'm to extremC' mca­
sm·es. TherC' waR n large ho<ly of public 
011inion bel1incl thC'm, for it was held that 
their cla.imR roul<l lw C'asily conceded, 
seeing that the paRtoral i~clnstry had 
just passed t hroue-h several consecutive 
seasons of nnparallclecl prosperity. 
Braybrook was one of the chief centre;:; 
of discontent, and there the smouldering 
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extremism was fanned into flame by the 
fierce oratory and opportunism of 
''Sauerkraut'' Leyman, a shearer who 
"·as the bugbear of eveey station mana­
ger in the West. As Chairman of the 
Strike Committee be mounted a box out­
side the men's quarters each morning at 
half-past ten, and harangued a crowd .of 
<~ hundred persons on the need for soh<l­
nrity and a big stick. He was applauded 
vociferously by the young rouseabouts, 
but among them was not Marcufl. Al­
though full of youthful vigonr, and a 
prime mover in the horseplay which 
eharacterisP.d the recreation of the sh~>d 
hands, he was thoroughly law-abiding, 
;md unmoved by the paRsionate rbetorie 
c,f the strike leader. 
''If 011r rations are cut off,'' roared. 
Leyman, •me morning, ''this shed will 
fall in :lShes, and when that is done we 
will find food and shelte1· in the palatial 
l1om<>stead of Jamefl Henry Kerman, 
E~<1uire, manager and man-grinder, oE 
Btaybrook Station." 
At that moment Kerman. a tall muscu­
lar fellow, utterly devoid of fear, rode 
!!p. He heard the concluding words of 
r_jeyman 's threat, and without hesitation, 
flung himself from the snddle and at­
tempted to force his way through the 
crowd to where the speaker stood. It was 
an ill-advised move, for there were many 
men there with a perRonal grudge 
against the manager. There was a 
scuffle, blows were exchanged,_and then 
with a fierce surge Kerman waR seized 
roughly and can·iecl to thr creek at the 
rear of the qnm·trrs. Here he was thrown 
. into tl1e water, to the accomJ)animent of 
loud jeers. \!{hen he had crawled out, 
drenched and furious, he challrngcd T_jey­
man to fight. TTt-gcd on by his followers, 
the shearer pulled off hie; shirt, and on 
the bank of Braybrook Crerk strength­
Pred hiR rl::rim 1o leaclet·Rltip h? battering 
l1is f'onni<lable opponent in1o Ren,<;rles::;. 
nrRs. Whrn, an honr latet', Kcrman (h·ew 
himself pninfnlly into his Radclle and 
1·ode to thr homeRtead R mile away it 
was evident that. big things were going 
to happen. That afternoon the shearers' 
1rpreRentativrs werr told that no fnrthrr 
~:tores were available for purchase on the 
station: it was a very significant coinci­
dence that the Braybrook shed, with 
thousands of pounds' worth of wool and 
machinery, was burnt to ashes the fol­
lowing night. Reports came in, too, that 
similar fires had occurred on Mulvey 
Downs, Broderick 'vVaters, and several 
f\maller holdings, while more than one 
run was swept from end to end by 
flame. 
Kerman Rtopped at no half measures­
he barricaded the homestead buildings 
and garrisoned them with the regular 
station hands, only two of whom de­
serted him. 'l'he manager knew that, 
faced with the prospect of eating only 
meat or of travelling one hundred and 
twenty miles to the nearest railway 
station, the men, led by r_jeyman, would 
probably attempt to capture the stores 
at the homestead. His anticipations were 
correct. When the rations had to be cut 
clown to a scanty portion for each striker, 
Leyman had no clificulty in rousing the 
angry men to take part in a most des­
nerate venture. His speech on the morn­
ing of January 25, in the fourth week of 
the strike waR worthy of one of the 
greatest of demagogues. From his box he 
went straight into the main hut to take 
an inventory of his firearms. There he 
found Marcus on his knees beside an old 
portmanteau. In his bands was a reel flag. 
Levman'fl fingerfl gripped Marcus' 
Rh~ulcler like steel talons. " .Tnst what 
we want." he said grimly. "T know, 
Brown, that von were one of us, althongl1 
yon haven't had mnch to say." 
The lad's fact' grew pale, and he stmn­
mrrccl incoherrntly. Then, stcm•ling up. 
he said: "\Vhat do you nwan hy 'one of 
us?''' 
"One of ns fellows who are prepared 
t·o takr what ,1·e want." 
"Oh no, T'm not, if taking what you 
want means smRslting the place up." 
TJeym~n 's rvec; flashrrl dang-et·onsl.v. 
"Now, look here, Brown. we want no 
'scabs.' Either you are with us or against 
ns. Krrman has fdeciclerl io starvP ns out, 
bnt we 're not going to bf' brat en like that. 
There arr a lnmdred of us hrre agains~ 
the fifteen mongrels he can mustel', and 
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there is going to be bloodshed if the 
stores are not handed out. What is more, 
Rnd bear this in mind, young· fellow­
there is a creek behind thir> hut, and 
enough iron junk about to keep any 
;yellow liver at the bottom of it." 
Marcus had had enough time to collect 
his thoughts-and with the first embar­
rassment over, fear had gone from hi8 
heart. ·.Although only eighteen year8 of 
age, he wa8 of burly build and the 
acknowledged match of any one hi8 own 
weight in the shed. IJeyman had kept 
his hand on the rouseabout 's shoulder, 
but it was now Jm8hecl contemptuously 
R8ide. This time there wa8 no f11ltering 
in Marcus''s speech. 
"Don't threaten me, Sauerkraut. Of 
your hundred men 1 know fully thirty 
who don't like the idea of using guns, 
and don't let the creek run too mucl1 m 
your thoug-hts , elsr :von'll get watrr in 
thr brain." 
TJryman was not slow . to sec thnt 
thrra1s would not ran·y t.hr da~r . lie did 
not want to disrupt his forces, so he de­
cided to try softer words. "All right, 
old son, ' ' he said ; ''stick to your opinion 
if you've got one, but tell me why you 
carry that bit of red rag with you. If 
Kerman had seen you w-ith that you 
would never have got a job on this 
station.'' 
Marcus, who wa8 ordinarily intelligent 
in his outlook on most things, was ter­
ribly foolish when his reel obsession came 
into play. "T like to carry it with me, 
that 's all. T 've seen yon with a sheep's 
knuckle bonr tied in the corner of ot 
hanclkel'chirf. What clo you carry it 
:Jbout for ?' ' 
"For luck. Bnt a reel flag is greater 
than n knncklr bonr. It is the emblem ot 
revolution, ~ and it takr;;; a brave man to 
hear it." 
Young Brown';;; heart softened. ''I'm 
not keen on the reYolution ])art of it, 
hnt T know 1his flag can do tl1ings. " 
T,ryman ramr clo;;;e1·. "vVe wan1· it to 
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top of Braybrook Homestead, there isn't 
a station owner in the \Vest who could 
stand up against it. It means victory in 
what we've been fighting for-better 
11ay and better conditions for you and 
for me, lad. 'fhink it over." 
Before Marcus could speak again, Ley­
man had gone. There was a new light in 
the eyes of young· Brown, the son of Joe 
Brown. His mind flashed back to the 
Channing Road episode, and then he saw 
the magic flag flapping on the tall ven­
tilation spire of Braybrook homestead. 
There )Were men-all his fellow workers 
--chPering as they looked up at it. And 
they cheered him, too, because he had 
put it there. Even Kerman, their enemy, 
came to him and said : ''Well done, lad. 
But for you I would have won this fight. 
Shake hands." 
Lost in his dream , Marcns bent down, 
picked np the flag, and as on the night 
he rescued it from the Rmashed barrm\, 
he tucked i1. into hi" Rhirt. Meanwhilr. 
T1eyman had been confening witl1 hiR 
lieutenants. He was aRtute enough to 
know that by playing on tlw ronse. 
about's wC'almeRs ltC' conld infuse him 
and othC'rs with a new enthusiasm. That 
afternoon men carmally C'ngaged Marcus 
in conversation. They knew he had 
"guts," tb ey told him; what they 
\lanted was a flag; he would be just the 
one to lead them if he had something 
t-Olmd -\vhich they could ralJy; there was 
no doubt if once tltC'y conld get posses­
Rion of Bmybrook HonwstC'acl the' owners 
\\' onld givr in evc1·ywhcrc. 
Marcns was carried off his feet. Hr 
di<l not suspect that the seemingly 
chance remarks were deliberately in­
tended to influence him. 'fhe conquest 
was complete when at the morrow's 
feverishly excited meeting, held, on this 
occasion, among the ruins of Braybrook 
shed, Leyman pointed to Marcus and 
shouted, "Brown will be our flag 
bearer.'' 
The crowd of hungry men cheered de­
liriously. In a second the lad was raised 
Rhoulder high. His sight was blurrerl 
~nd his head seemed as if it wanted to 
part company with his body. "Good 
boy," was tllC' only wo1·ds he could hear 
in a fierce chorus of congratulation. 
Before the meeting concluded a t;tock­
man rode down from the homestead 
under a white flag. Kerman, he said, 
advised the men for their own good to 
get off his run as quickly as possible, as 
be had received word that a company of 
mounted infantry were on their way tQ 
the station. 
This message produced an effect 
exactly opposite to that hoped for by the 
manager. 1When the stockman had rid­
den back with the reply ''Go to hell,'' it 
was decided to storm the homestead at 
daybreak the next moming. Leyman 
had contrived to arm each of the strikers 
with a firearm, and the early part !of the 
night was taken up with grim prepara­
tion. Mm·cus refused to carry a weapon. 
"1'11 have my work cut out carrying 
this," he said, as he nailed his red flag 
to the end of a 10-ft. pole. 
Before the peep of day the strikers, 
availing themselves of the cover afforded 
by the trees which grew along Bray­
brook Crf'ek, advanced unseen to within 
A qnarte1· of a milr of tl1e homestf)ad. 
Dnt. if Kcrman had hopecl that the news 
of the troops would frighten . tho JH.en 
of£ he had not neglected to take pre­
cautions. ThiR was made evident when 
IJeyman, leading his men through the 
timber, tripped heavily on a wire 
stretched taut between two tree trunks, 
and immediately sC't clangil.lg- a bell in 
the garc1 en of t11 e manager 'B reRidence. 
There waR no time to waste. Leyman 
gave his orders quickly, and with the 
fil'st flur;h of dawn in the C'aRtern skv the 
men, in OJWn ordr1·, charged acros~ the 
rleared space between thr creek and the 
homestead. 
Shots rang out from the station build­
ings, but the attackers, with Marcl'ls 
Brown bravel~· bearing his flag, did not 
falter. Only. two men fell in the first 
hundred yards, but as the strikers neared 
the fence sunounding the buildings the 
fire of the defenderR became more 
deadly, and a number of running figures 
~nnk writhing· to the ground. 
Yelling fiercely , the attackers clam­
bered the fence and rushed the main 
homestead building, only to find tl1at 
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Kerman had withdrawn his small force 
to th e store, a brick building with hastily 
constructed loopholes. Then began a 
rifle duel between the survivors of Ley­
man 's followers, now sheltered in the 
manager's house, and the station hands 
in the stor e. The crack of shots and the 
crash of breaking glass as bullets pierced 
the windows of the two buildings, hardly 
drowned the cries of a dozen wounded 
men outside. And also dotted here and 
there were the untidy forms of ten 
strikers and two station hands who 
would never move again. Once in the shel­
ter of the manage~· 's house Marcus, pant­
ing from the exertion of the quarter-mile 
charge, set about finding a way up on 
to th e roof to enable him to hoist his flag 
on the ventilator. He was strangely un­
concerned with anything else; the fight­
ing was a sidelin e which did not appeal 
to h im. He climbed to the roof with his 
f lag and then lay on the lee side waiting 
until broad daylight should give all men 
a chance of seeing him perform tl1e 
crowning act of his life. 
Both siclrs, apparently realising that 
MOTOR SERVICE WHEN 
precious ammunition was being wasted, 
ceased. firing at seven o'clock. It was 
1hen that Marcus clambered up the slop­
ing iron roof and commenced to tie his 
flagstaff to the ventilator spire. A 
nervous butcher boy in the store, fifty 
~'ards away pulled a trigger, and col­
lapsed with fear of killing. Hit in the 
breast, Marcus staggered, clutching at 
his flag, and when his convulsive 
strength had ripped it from the pole, he 
tumbled down the roof, to fall dead on 
the ground below. just as the first squad 
of mounted infantry galloped up to the 
station stockyards. 
[In the West there remained for all 
time memorials of the great shearing 
strike-a strike the developments of 
which did not reflect much credit on 
either of the partirs to it. And one of 
those memorials stanch; on the bank oF 
Braybrook Creek. Tt was a bare stone 
slab, until several years after that early 
morning attack, Leyman. the one-time 
strike leader, rarved on it , ''Mark Brown 
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A Dream Scenario. 
Scene-A stadium. Thousand~; of craning 
neck~; with ~;trained face~; at the ends 
thereof. 
1Jersonalia- A referee, clothed as the 
Angel Gabeiel, striding between two 
pugilists yclept Osca Hash and 'l'om 
'Ick:>, who:>e apparel emulates -that of 
the :>tandard Cupid (blue trunk:> 
allowed in. ) 
Heferee, in stentorian tones, adclre:>ses the 
as~emblage to the mu'iie of cat call:5 
and breaking· bottle:-;: '' Genelmen, 
let me intradooce ternight, Osca 
Rash, seventeen stone four pun:>, on 
my right. On my left Tomix, six 
stone five pun. Fight on and fair 
go!'' 
O'ica, leading with hi:-; left-'' I came to 
bury Cmsar, not to praise him--" 
Doubles up suddenly, after receiving 
a severe half-arm jolt to the fifth 
rib. 
'l'om 'leks - "Bury that then, you 
greaser,'' a~; his mailed fist plunge~; 
with a sickening thud and finally 
disappears in his opponent's equa­
torial region. 
Osca-(recovering :-;lowly from til e 
''knee" bend" j)O'iition ), ~;trikes an 
attitude and mi'i'ie:-> his opponent. 
'l'om gives his most dazzling smile, 
which suddenly disappears as Osca 
in a sudden movement forward 
grunts '' hooch, hooch,'' after the 
manner of the Australian mopoke. 
Tom- '' Laus deo; lead me to it!'' and 
with his whole physical being gal­
vanised into a figure as taut as -a tin 
box, be dreamily feels for his flask in 
the missing hip pocket. l{ealising 
the inadequacy of his purple trunk~, 
the poor fellow relaxes again, his 
joints creaking in the manner known 
to chemists ns tin "Cl":'i' ·" 
0:-:<'n, JH'I'<'Piving 1lie plight of his oppo­
nent, rushe:-; to further lower the 
standard of his enemy, and gives him 
a playful tap on the buttocks. At the 
same moment he cries, •' out, 
spot, '' and lunges viciously at 'l'omix. 
'l'om (whose sub-conscious mind is still 
in the land of IIooch), exclaims 
''Here's to the skin off your nose,'' 
and suiting the action to the words, 
l1 C' gently left counters Osca on the 
lip of the proboscis. 
Osca- · 'Avaunt foul fiend, or 1 must 
needs propel, 
'l'hat blithe1·ing Yankee face of yours 
to hell." 
Tomix retaliate" by making a noise like 
a bulbul calling to its young. 
_Meanwhile the audience, who were lashed 
into a fury, shouted insulting remarks 
to the referee and combatants. 'l'he 
unfortunate referee, who by his lack 
of agility had been advised to pro­
cure a bike, followed the advice. 
Ridin"'b fearlessly around the comba­. 
tants in circles of ever-deereasmg 
radius and of ever-increasing velo­
city, he finally enveloped both speci­
mens so that all three mounted to 
the highest point of Osea's cranium. 
From this coign of ·yantage, with a 
bloodthi1·sty populace surrounding 
tl1cm, they spat scorn and derision 
at their baffled pur:-;ners. It was left 
to two noble personages of the 
audience, Skinny the Half-wit and 
Kodak the Priest, to ring down the 
curtain. At this stage the maid 
brought in the morning tea. 
"NITRIC." 
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Our Societies. 
UNIVERSITY UNION. debate on the subject, '' 'l'hat a levy on 
Capital is desirable.'' The affirmativ>JAs usual, about this time of the year, 
\\·a~ put forward by Messrs. Risson, Berg,third term blight has settled upon the 
and 'l'homa~, and the negative by Messrs.social life of the place. People are much 
Watson, Horner and Keri'. 'l'he affirma­too busy reviewing their past sins and 
re~olving to work harder- next year. tive persuaded the audience that they 
However, in spite of the third term had the better case. 
oYel'load on the gl'e.)' Jll'Lttcr, it is to Le During thr la~t vacation, this Univer­
hoped that all member~ of the Union will sity :>ent a team to participate in thC' 
be able to spare :>mnc mental ~team for Inter-lTnivrrsity contests in Sydney. 
the Annual General Meeting. 'l'oo much Oul' team, Mes~rs. T.1. D. 'Watson, J. E. 
care cannot be taken over the voting at and R. J. affirmedHany, H. Risson,
that meeting, and the election of officers, "That the participation of women in 
rspecially, is a matter requiring more political and professional life is to be 
consideration than it frequently gets. On deplored.'' Adelaide opposed us. The 
that election, obviou~ly depends to a debate was very closely contested, and 
large extent the ~uccess of next year';.; the result was a win for Adelaide by the 
.\ctivities. narrowe~t of margins. In the next debate 
---0--­ Queensland was matched against Sydney, 
when the latter affirmed "That a levy onDEB.A:TING SOCIETY. Capital is desirable.'' The team included 
Our local activities concluded with a Messrs. Risson, \Vatson , and Thomas. 
+········•·····•···..·········•··•·····•··•····..··•··•········..·•··................................................................................................................................i 
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! Whether your favourite game be TENNIS, CRICKET, f ~ CROQUET or GOLF, you will find . here a range of i 
i ; ~ materials unsurpassed in the Commonwealth. Sound ;t Values-too. Make the B.S.D. your Headquarters, and t 
=.~ thereby save your time-and your money. ,f. 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 
it REPAIRS ATTENDED TO ON THE PREMISES BY !tI tSKILLED MEN. 
i The Brisbane Sports Depot I 
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'l'he adjudication was m favour of Syd­
ney. In the final debate Melbourne 
took the championship from Adelaide, 
which honour that University had held 
for two years. 
---0--­
MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
H has been decided b,\' tlt<' 0ociety that 
no concert will be Leld in 'l' hinl Team th is 
year. as there .is not sul'l'icient time lot· 
the serious p l't'paratioJJ JJcccssaQ'. 
~1embers of the 0ocic1,\· a rr plcast•d to 
welcome l\1r. Dalley-Scadrtt again, as he 
has been unable to conduct us for tlH~ 
past few months. 
During his absence Mr. ~ash ably 
carried on, and much wo rk has been done 
nn ~-;rnral madrigals, which ll'ill prove 
H'I',Y useful in future conccl'is. 
Jt is hoped t liitl towards l ite <'lJLl o[ 
term a musical rYening will be held at 
the University. 'l'hi~ would be a lJOYelty, 
<md at the same time make the \\'Ork of 
the Society during the term lighter than 
that if a public concert were to be at­
tempted. 
'l'he Wcdnesday aftemoon practices 
"rem to JH'OYide quite a welcollle b reak 
from the Third 'l'enn atmospht• rr, and the 
practices haYe therefore bern quite suc­
cessful, despite nnmerons counter­
attractions. 
---0--­
WOMEN 'S CLUB. 
Our only activity ~-;ince the last issue 
of '' Galmahra'' was the third social func­
tion, which was held in the Men's Com­
mon Room, on Friday, 4th September. 
\Ve feel very grateful to Mr. Kyle, who 
deliYered a most interesting and humour­
our; address on ''Some Constituents of 
the Self." This was followed by a com­
petition, won by Mrs. Robinson, and musi­
cal items by Misses 0 'Hara, Spurgin, 
0 'Brien and McCullough. 
The annual general meeting- was helcl 
on 8th Sept., and the elrction of officers 
rrsulted as follows :-President, Mrs. 
Bryan; Vice-President, Miss J. Stephen­
:;on; Secretary, Miss D. Harding. 
During the year the Beautifying Com­
mittee has continued its work. 'l'wo sea­
grass chain; have been purchased anu 
cushions made; and the new committee, 
comprising Mi~~o;es Bulcock, 0 'Hara, and 
~1 'Cullough, are busy with variom; 
st·hemrs for the redecoration of the Com­
Jl ton Room. Our thanks are dur to Mrs. 
1Ta 1Tis for the donation of an rasy chair, 
an cl 1 o Mrs. 1<'. \V. Hohinson for a gift 
of a p1·i n t of ],n ini 's ''AngeL'' 
At t li t' Annual Ueneral Mec•1ing it wa·.; 
dt•cillecl to change t he tit le of the 
L.B.T.D.A. to Provisions <'ommittee. A 
sati~-;facto ry report was presented. 'l'hc 
rew committee is as fol low~-; :-Prc~-;ident, 
Miss .fulins; Secretary, Miss Anriac: 
,'J'reasn rer, l\'fiss Skyring. 
'l' ht' yra r as a while has been most 
~uccessful fo r t l1e Club, membe1·s ltaYing 
taken a keen intere~o;t in all functions. 
for your University or College 
functions you require Printing 
of a High Degree 
C.]. WALKER 
of 129 GEORGE STREET 
\' .!'HONE 28051 
Is in a position to supply vour 
wants, having all lhe facilities 
necessary for thE> attainment of 
desirable results. . . 
INVITATION CARDS, MENUS, 
PROGRAMMES and all classes of 
Printing executed with neatness and 
despatch. 
LECTURE BOOKS, NOTE BOOKS. I 
FOUNTAIN PENS, and all lines of I ' I 
GENERAL & O FFICE STATION· I I 
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Varsity Sport. 
TENNIS CLUB. FOOTBALL CLUB. 
'l'he tennis season, a::; far m; the 
Univer::>ity Tennis Ulub is con­
cerned, has concluded, and ou the 
whole it can be regarded as hav­
ing been a ::>ncce::>:,;fnl one. The 
most salient feature of the year':,; 
activitie:,; was the entry of 
the University into compelili,•c 
tenni:,;. 'l'his fi n;t 1:1 ttempt lms 
been attended with great. success. 
'l'hc two team,; 
which entered in 
the Q.L.T . .A. fix­
ture:> both gave 
excellent accounts of 
themselves, the second 
team winning the B Grade 
Premiership, and tlte fir.,;t 
team being runner:>-up in 
the A IT. Grade competi­
tion. 
The last match of the 
.A II. Grade team indicates 
its comparative strength. 
Ithaca, the winning· team, 
which was regarded as far 
and away superior to any c'est la 
in the Grade, just manag­
ed to keep its record for the season in­
tact by a margin of three games. This 
match was by far the best of the season 
as far as the University team was con­
cerned, all player:,; attaining a much 
higher standard of play than usual. 'l'hi~ 
was owing to the good opposition with 
which they met. It was unanimously 
agreed, however. that the best team \\'On, 
and the University team officially offers 
its unstinted congratulations to the 
Ithaca team for its fine performance 
throughout the season. 
It is hoped that next year the Univer­
sity will be able to field a much stronger 
team. as iliere arr inrlic;Jtions that several 
prominent players in Brisbane will be 
eligible to represent ~he institution in 
next year's fixtures. 
,:',!) 'l'he 1925 l!'ootball sea:,;on just 
f . fini:,;hed ha:,; been by no me<tns <:tn 
unsuccessful one for the Ulub. 
De:,;pitc the fact that the team 
won only one game, on ~;cveral 
occa~;iom; we were very narrowly 
defeated, and were unlucky not 
to ,win from UhristiaH Brothers 
and We~;teru l::luburbi:i ou the 
that the gamei:i were 
Om playet:;;, ha\' \} 
done well individu­
ally. J. Lynam, G. 
Bird, and W. Ahcm 
choi:ien to repre:,;ent Bri;:;­
K. Hall, G. Bird, G. Ger­
rard, and vV. Ahern represented 
the University in the .Australian 
Univer:,;ities v. ?-Jew Zealand 
game, while W . .Ahern gained his 
Queensland Cap in the second 
game against New South Wales. 
Perhaps the greatest difficulty 
with which the committee had to 
contend was a lackadaisical spirit
I ..a Saute 
Gymuastique! displayed by some member~:>. 
Despite the fact that there was 
an attendance of more than sixtv 
at the annual meeting held in March ;f 
this year, the greatest difficulty was ex­
perienced in finding enough men to com­
plete two teams. On two occasions the 
Ulub was obliged to forfeit to team~:> in 
tl1e "B" Grade Competition. 'l'his is an 
occun:ence which, though deplorable, was 
1mav01dable, as there was not a sufficient 
nnmber of players available. 
Positions of this type are extremely 
embarrassing for the committee and are 
liable to bring the Club into disrepute. 
As it is, our stocks are by no means as 
high a:,; they could be in Rugby League 
circles to-clay. There seems to be a feel­
ing abroad that the standard of Univer­
sit)' football is not such as to warrant 
1lir inelusion or ll ITni\'Pl'Ritv "A" Grade 
tr•<~JIJ in 1l1e eompetitim1. \VIi!•tlirJ· this 
iclea will be justified in the future must 
be left to the undergraduates themselves. 
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The matter is entirely in their hands. 
They have the material to form a first­
rate team, but the building up of the 
side into one cohesive whole is the diffi­
culty. Other clubs have succeeded in 
making their members enthusiastic, why 
not our Club? 
Congratulations to G. Bird, J. Hulbert, 
G. Gerrand, 0. Fenwick, and J. Lynam 
on obtaining tbeir Blues for 1925. 
---0--­
UNIVERSITY SPORTS UNION. 
During the term the Sports Union 
Committee has had much to occupy its 
time. Among others, the question of the 
method of awarding A.U.S.A. Blues came 
up for discussion, and following recom­
mendations from the Sports Unions of 
tlJe several Universities, it was decided 
by the A.U.S.A. Council that stricter 
s{·;pervision should be exercised in tl1e 
~ward of Blues. 
In our own Sports Union, the follow 
ing Fnll Blues were awarded, on condi­
tion that the members recommended 
~;hould hecome financial members of tb\3 
Sports Union:­
Cricket-M. Biggs; W. A. McDongall. 
Hockey-M. A. Simmonds. 
Athletics-W. N. Harrison. 
Football-J. Lynam, J. Ilulbert, W. 
Bird, G. Gerrand, 0. Fenwick. 
Rowing-T. E. Collins, G. vV. Barlow, 
T. E. Groom, J. R. L. Cooper. 
There still remain several outstanding 
subscriptions for the year. Every man 
playing in a University team is expected 
to pay his subscription to the Sports 
Union. This has no doubt been overlooked 
in many cases. 
The following Inter-Faculty matches 
have been played this year:­
Football :-Arts v. Sciencr. Sciencr 
won on a forfeit. 
Science v. Engineers. \Von by Science. 
Rowing :-Science, 1 ; Arts, 2; Engi­
neers, 3. 
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MEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
Since last notes were written, the 
Hockey team has travelled to Melbournr 
and participated in the Inter-Varsity 
Hockey Carnival. It was found difficult 
to replace such men as Grenning anrl 
Mundell, who were unable to travel with 
the team. 
Play in the Inter-Varsity Carnival rc­
>iulted as follows :- Melbourne v. Queens­
land, 10-0; Sydney v. Queensland, 3-1; 
Queensland v. Melbourne TT., 5-J ; Mel­
bourne Y. Sydney, 7-0. 
Against Sydney, Jones scored the only 
goal for Queensland, while against Mel­
bourne II. Thomas shot 3 goals, and Jones 
C) The scores against Queensland wonld 
have been considerably higher had it not 
been for the excellent goal-keeping of 
M. A. Simmonds. 
A five-a-side tournament was held on 
the Domain on 9th September. Thomas's 
tram was the " ·inner, with Pegg 's team 
a good second. 'fhr function, a snccPss 
financially and socially. was marred only 
bv the mishap to M. White. 
·We take this chance to congratulate 
M. A. Simmonds on his being granted a 
Hockey blue. 
---0--­
WOMEN'S SPORTS ' UNION. 
The Inter- 'Varsity Hockey matches 
were played during last Yac. at Adelaide. 
Although we were not successful in any 
of tl1e matches. it afforded gn•at rxneri­
rnce for the players nrxt year, since 
111ost of t lw tram com]1risecl new players. 
Thr Tennis Clnh arr vrry rnthnsiastic 
this year, and until recently they have 
been in the fixtures at Milton. With the 
warmer weather the Swimming Club will 
again begin its activities. 
---0--­
WOMEN 'S! TENNIS OLUB. 
The Annual Generai Meeting of the 
Club was held on September 14th, and 
the election of officers for the ensuing 
year resulted as follows :-Captain, J. 
Stephenson; Vier-Captain, N. Ilooper; 
Recretary, G. Seaward. 
Practices have been resumed this term, 
and it is hoped that there will be a fnll 
~:ttendance. Our thanks are due to the 
~taff 'l'ennis Club for the use of their 
comts for our practice. 
'l'he tournament is being played off 
Yery slowly, and consequently no results 
are yet to hand. It is expected, however, 
that the play will be completed within 
the month. 
---0--­
WOMEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
This year the Tnter-'Varsity Hockey 
contest ·was held in Adelaide. Our team 
1ook tlw Cun down with them, hut un ­
fortunately did not bring it back. 
Melbourne won the Cup, and holds it 
now for the seventh time. Adelaide came 
a close second. with Sydney and Queens­
land third and fourth respectively. 
Western AuRtralia also Rent a team 
across, ·which drfratecl QurenRland- 8-7. 
Although so nnRuccN:Rfnl in Tntrr­
'Varsity Hockr:v, thr A team has Recnred 
the prnnant for thr QnrrnRland Asso­
c·iation fixtm'eR. 
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PAST COLLEGIANS' CUP. ;mwng the recipientfi of about 150 
circulars.
..c\fi announced in the last issue of 
'l'he attention of all Pa"t Collegians is.
·' 'Galmahra," an appeal i.s being made to therefore drawn once more to thegTaduate and past student members of existence ' of this appeal. As this fund
the Colleges in the rniversity of Queens­ cannot, of course, be kept open indefi­lnnd for donations to provide a suitable nitely, it ifi hoped that a more rapid re­Cup for competition in Inter-Collegiate sponse will be made.Sport. Subscriptions may be sent to J . R. 
So far, the response to the 3]1]1eal has Cooper, St. John's College, Brisbane, the 
not been Yery gratifying-, as there have Hon. Secretary of the Committee con­
been onl~' some fifteen replies from trolling the appeal. 
----**-­
THE DOG WHO KXEW ALJ_, THE 
PROVERBS. 
A small boy sat on a small grey stone, 
And tempted a dog with a biscnit; 
"\Vould you rather have this than a nice red 
bone, 
Or a lump of meat from the brisket?" 
"\Vhere is the bone?" inquired the pup, 
And the lump of beef from the brisket? 
'!'bought on biscuit 'tis bad for a dog to sup, 
In the circs. I think I shall risk it." 
i .................................................................................................................................................................................................., 
! i1 IN HIRING YOUR CAR FROM THE t 
! f 
j+ TAXI SERVICE CO. i j 
. t tj 72 George Street. Brisbane j 
J YOU ARE SECURING THE BENEFIT OF ~ 
~ OVER TWENTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE ~ 
t t 
i~ I+ SAFETY FIRST 
; i 
Central 4848 
and 228 Proprietors, D. '&? F. W . FRANCIS 
~........~.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Vestibularia. 
Eric Partridge, "·hose recent edition of 
'' 'l'he Poems of Cuthbert Shaw and 
Thomas Russell " has been very favour­
ably received by Sir Eclmund Gosse and 
J . C. Squire, will, in October, begin as a 
lecturer in English at the University of 
1\fanchester. Last vear he attracted at­
tention with his ·,,Eighteenth Centmy 
English Romantic Poetry'' and '' 'l'he 
French Romantics' Knowledge of English 
I,iterature." 
Arthur Bell, writing from Stiles Hall, 
Berkeley, California, after his return 
from Cuba, says that although he four~cl 
the country interesting he was not s~ized 
with any great desire to liYe there pPrma­
nently. "I am convinced," he ·writes, 
"that those people in Queensland who 
consider themselves badly governed, 
haYe not the slightest idea what bad 
goYernment is. Also the antagonists of 
the Golden Casket should consider thr 
Cuban national lottery. This lottery is 
drawn every ten days, and the first prize 
is 100,000 dollars, a respectable sum in a 
country with onl~- 3,000,000 inhabitants." 
J. E. Mor·wood, who was awarded tl1e 
·walter and Eliza Hall Travelling Fellow­
ship. left recently for London. 
\Ve congratulate P. A. Macfie on his 
engagement to :Miss Ellworthy, anrl 
commend the good taste of R J'. H. Risson 
and Miss Gwen \Villiams, one in asking, 
and the other in accepting. 
Ber t Axon and Guy Pardoe are back 
on their native heath or thereabouts. 
\\T. A. Ruddell has a teachers' scholar­
ship at the UniYersity of Sydney. He is 
in diggings at "Penbeagle," Parramatta 
Road, Forest Lodg·e, Sydney. 
The life and "'ork of the late Mr. John 
l\1urtagh Macrossan is to be commemorat­
ed in Queensland by the establishment oE 
a lectureship to be called by his nanw. 
The funds for the purpose have been pro­
Yided by members of the family, and an 
::~mount of a little OYer £2000 has been 
placed at the disposal of the Senate . of 
the University under tlw provisions of a 
deed of trust, to which the seal of the 
University has no"· been affixed. Undt'L' 
the trust deed, the income of this .fnnd 
will be paid annually to a lecturer, ap­
pointed by the Senate, whose duty .it IY.ill 
be to deliver publicly aml free of eharge 
a lecture, or course of lectures, on some 
approved subject relating to the lift~ :mLl 
work of some person no longer living wlio 
has rendered distinguished services to 
public life in Australia, Australian 
history, political economy, sociology, 
science, law, art, or literature. 'Pwo of 
the late Mr.Macrossan's sons are Unil·er­
sity men, one being an Oxonian and the· 
other a graduate of the .University of 
Sydney, while two of his grandsons are 
members of the University of Queens­
land . 
vVe congratulate Professor and Mrs. 
Parnell on the birth of a son. 
A (~ueensland UniYer~-;ity Graduate 
who has distinguished himself in scholas­
tic circles abroad, Dr. F. W. Whitehouse. 
recently returned to Brisbane, after 
having taken the Degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy at Cambridge University. 
He is ndw lecturing in g-eology at his 
Alma Mater. 
The Governor (Sir Matthew Nathan), 
who has shown much interest in the 
\Vomen's College, towards the cncl of 
last term visited the College, talked to­
all the members, and investigated thei1~ 
boudoirs. lie also, at Miss Bage 's re­
quest, sent a photo of himself to the 
Social Club. In return (although pro­
bably the transaction was not purely 
commercial) he was presented at Gowrn­
ment House with a first edition of Vance 
Palmer's "Black Horse," !he blank 
pages of which werr decorared with th e· 
signatures of all the members of the 
college. In Exhibition Week the roun­
b·~T people who had assisted during the· 
\Vomen's College Campaign were 
thanked at a morning tea, at which Lady 
·Forster and the Governor were pn~sent. 
Another notable, Miss Dorothea Spinney. 
Yisited the College recently, and talked . 
on Yarious subjects, such as Ann Hatha- : 
"·a~- 's Cottage and the Niagara Falls. 
We extend our sympathy to Mi·. Bryan 
in his recent serious accident, and hope 
that soon he will be abroad again. 
• • • 
• • • 
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Ex 
Although three special prizes were 
offered by '' Galmahra '' for the best 
literary efforts under three heads-short 
story, serious verse. and humorous verse 
-only one entr.'·, a serious poem, was 
received by the closing date of the com­
petitions. ~o a"·ard was made. 
It was pleasing to find that students 
who were too indifferent to write for 
'' Galmahra'' could not be bribed to take 
an interest in their own Magazine. 
The undergraduate response to the ap­
peal for copy improYed this term. 
Several of the offerings fell little below 
the standard of publication, and there is 
no reason why these timid authors and 
authoresses should not be of great assist­
ance to next year's editor. 
* * 
That rare bird-the undergraduate 
who writes for "Galmahra" at two 
DAKIN & DAKIN, 
TUTORS. 
I, A. DAKIN. 13. A. 31 Tel. Chbrs. 
j. E, DAKIN. BA. Phone 3 7 4 8. 
THE AS T OR 
TEA ROOMS, 
ADELAIDE! , S T REE'T. 
Morning and Afternoon Teas. Light 
Lunchecns. 
Open 7.30 to 11 p-m. Sunday also. 
Cathedra. 
o'clock in the morning on some rsubject 
of Yast national importance-has chirped 
a request that an article on ''The Depor­
tation Law in the Light of History," 
should not be consigned to the W.P.B., 
but should be published, presumably for 
the students to decide whether it was 
11·orthy of publication. The Editor in re­
fusing this request, desires to emphasise 
that although "Galmahra" may consider 
the discussion of abstract politics, its 
pages are as closed to an attack on the 
Federal Government as they would be 
to an attack on Mr. Gillies and his party'. 
The following exchanges have been re­
ceiYed :-The Melburnian, St. Peter's 
College Magazine (Adelaide), The Syd­
neian, the King's School Magazine, The 
Xewingtonian, University College Hos­
pital l\Iagazine (London), and University 
College Magazine (London) . 
C. B. FREEMAN, L.D .Q., 
DENTAL SURGEON, 
City Chambe:r·s, 
E llward Street. 
Tel. 2844. 
MISS EVA LANG, A.T.C.L., 
TEACHER PIANO AND HARMONY. 
'Phone, 4269. 
TREASUR Y CHAMBERS, 
GEOR GE STR EET. 
(ESTABLISHED rgoo) 
C. A. SPURGIN, 
H airdresser and Tobacconist, 
288 QUEEN STREET (opp. G.P.O.), BRISBANE 
THE LAI~GEST .-\ND BEST EQUIPPED 
HAIRDRESSING S.-\LOON IN AUSTIL\LI.-\. 
16 HAIRDRESSERS AT YOUR SERVICE 1.6 
Large Stocks of Australian and Imported Tobaccos, Cigars, and Cigarettes. 
TOBACCONIST GOODS and TOILET SUNDRIES. 
LO()I~ ~~OR THE NAMEI 
A. McLEOD. 
BOOKSELLER, 
Elizabeth Street, 
BRISBANE. 
